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AKA AKAdemy For GentS
HoldS Orientation Luncheon

Nine Black CandidateS
Running In Local RaceS

ST. PETERSBURG-The
The Gents got a taste of the
AKA AKAdemy for Gents history of the various fraterni
kicked off the 2000-2001 year ties from Presidents - Henry
with an Orientation Luncheon Olliver, III, John Wooten and
on Saturday, July 29th, 2000. Kevin Gordon. They learned
The orientation was held to the objective of the term
present (he goals, objectives ‘Pathfinder” during the unveil
and program schedule to the ing of the new t-shirt (which is

67 young men (Pathfinders) symbolic of the four Greek-letand parents in attendance.
ter organizations) by Brace
The men of the local chap Chapman - and they reviewed
ters of Alpha Phi Alpha, the program objectives - Lead
Omega Psi Phi and Kappa ership,
Commitment
to
Alpha Psi pledged to unite and School, Community Service

form a collaboration of the with the various speakers “best of the best” within the St. Willie Felton, Myron Mills

E-Z CREDIT
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

6 MONTHS SAME AS CASH!
ESTABLISHED 1904

ST. PETERSBURG Qualifying for the coming
elections ended two weeks ago

setting, up the final stages of

political campaigns which has
put a record nine Black candi

dates in six key Pinellas Coun
ty races.
While all the contests,
from School Board to County
Commission, are significant, it

is the state Senate District 21
campaign that apparently is
drawing the most attention
because of the political heavy

weights involved.

islator Jim Hargrett whose

term limits ended his Senate
career.
The seat is sought by
Pinellas homeboy Doug Ja

merson, a Democrat who
served as secretary for both the
state education department and
the labor department He is a
former state representative in
District 55.

Jamerson faces two other
powerful Black candidates in
the race: Democrat-tumed-Re-

Judge Myra
Scott McNary

publican Rudy Bradley, who is

All Articles

Submitted

Petersburg community and and Michael Clarke. The lun
“assist the Gents in working cheon speaker, Dr. Paul
their way through the maze of McRae, M.D., told the youth

The Senate district covers
parts of Hillsborough, Pinellas

giving up the District 55
House seat and state Rep. Les
Miller from Tampa’s House

and Manatee counties and it is

District 59.

adolescence.”

being vacated by longtime leg

Please see pg. 5
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GOOD, BAD or UGLY CREDIT

®)e Wceklp (ttjallenger

No application Fee
Call for FREE Credit Check TODAY!!
llome Purchase * Refinance *
Construction/Perm * Self-Employed *
No INCOME verification * EZ APPROVAL!!

WE DO IT ALL
Residential & Commercial
Loans and Leases

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’

Paragon Mortgage, Inc.

2200 9th Street South, St. Pete • 822-3741
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ST. PETERSBURG-The
St. Pete Chapter of NBNA

merly of Saint Petersburg,

chartered in 1991, has become

retired from the Sarasota
County School District as an

nationally recognized. Mrs.
Evelyn C. Gardner has prestigiously won the covenant
Nurse of the Year Award. This
award is given yearly to a
nurse from one of the prospec
tive chapters.
The
Nation^ Black
Nurse’s Association, Inc. has
73 chartered chapters. The

Assistant Director of Business
and Marketing at Sarasota
County Technical Institute.
Holley retires with 25 years of

service to the State of Florida.
Over a stellar career, Holley

has held a number.of, teaching
and
administrative jobs
throughout the country. Holley
worked in Pinellas County
Schools as a teacher and Dean

Bill Horne

of Students for 9 years. She has

ty service. Holley is regularly
in demand as a public speaker

Sandra Simmons Holley

and workshop facilitator for

ters Degrees in Business Edu

the daughter of Essie M. Sim

youth and women groups

cation
and
Educational
Administration and Supervi

mons of St. Peteisbuig and

throughout the area.

Holley is a graduate of’

Florida A&M University, Tal
lahassee, Florida, where she
earned a Bachelors and Mas-

sion. The Holleys have a
daughter, Rene Wilson of St

Petersbuig and two grandsons,
Mario and Anthony. Holley is

Jake Simmons of Los Angeles,
California. As a retiree, Holley

plans to travel and work with

Clearwater City
Officials Pass City
Manager Torch To
Bill Horne----------by Marilyn Buckner

■ be as visible as Roberto in the

CLEARWATER - Bill
Home, Interim City Manager

her husband in their Christian

for the City of Clearwater, will

Outreach Ministry.

be in the spotlight now that the

UPS 1s Major Sponsor At
NAACP National
Convention

torch has been passed from
former City Manager, Mike

community, and will also
maintain an open-door policy
for citizens. Also, the One City,
One Future city motto, initiat

ed by Roberto, will still be
intact, for now. “The direction

Roberto, who resigned under

of the city is bigger than the

pressure, after Clearwater resi
dents voted down the recent
referendum on a $300 million

dream, and all citizens will be

Bill Home plans to analyze
the data from the recent elec

proposal. Roberto’s One City,
One Future faded, or maybe

tion, that defeated redevelop

not...Bill Home plans to com
plete many projects left on the
drawing board by his prede

was a “generation gap” defeat
on the proposals.
Meanwhile, the 51 yearold Home plans to carry out

From a historical content,
Home is the first African-

the duties as Interim City Man

Clearwater in this capacity.
Home stated, “It shows pro

this interview took place,

Clearwater attorney Timothy

Roberto’s,

Home

first

acknowledged that five dis

chapter was also incorporated

prior to being chartered. There

Mrs. Gardner will receive
this honorable award at the
28th Annual Institute NBNA

be given, Saturday night, Aug.

Conference. This conference

includes a one-day annual

Gardner’s family room. The

will be held at the Grand Hyatt,

motto for the meeting was,
“tell one, bring one.”

Washington, D.C., Aug. 16th20th. The award officially will

institute, offering 4-6 hours
intensive, concurrent educa-

are approximately 25 active
members. The start of the
chapter took place in Mrs.

ing the job of mayor full-time,
thus eliminating the city man

ager position. He plans to
lobby for a ‘strong mayor’

L-R: Martin Luther King III, Minister Farrakhan and Rev. AI Sharpton

form of government for the

their individual and collective

day that the Lord has made, so

city.) That doesn’t deter Home

let us rejoice and be glad in it,”

at all. He will accept the voice
of the citizens. “I enjoy life,

said toe Honorable Minister

ATLANTA - ‘This is a

and laigest civil-rights group.

cunrently serves as chief oper

In addition to its contribution

accepts the challenge, for his
leadership style differs greatly

ner at the 91st national conven

ating officer of the National

to help underwrite the annual

from that of his predecessor’s,

with regards to the permanen

tion of the NAACP in Balti

Welfare To Work Partnership.

Freedom Fund dinner, UPS

including his 60+ weekly

Under toe theme, ‘Two
Marches, One Agenda,” toe

more, Kweisi Mfume (left),
president and chief executive
officer of NAACP, welcomes

Mfume, who has galvanized

also supports the NAACP
ACT-SO student competition

work schedule. “Usually, I’m
in by 7am and out by 6pm. I

cy of the position or whatever
challenge presents itself during
his leadership, he feels veiy

Aug. 26th Redeem toe Dream

senior vice president of human

resources, and Rodney Carroll,

appointment three years ago,
thanked UPS for its ongoing

support of the nation’s oldest

country.

and no matter what happens

Louis Farrakhan July 24th.

principle conveners of toe

March against police brutality

make time for leisure activi

strongly that his faith will sus

ties, which include golf and
Sunday’s worship.”

and racial profiling-Martin

tain him.”

Luther King III and Rev. Al

Home, however, plans to

Please see pg. 17

Hohnson, has suggested mak

a UPS loaned executive who

program, in addition to
NAACP job fairs across the

The four-day conference

Pan

BALTIMORE - During
the closing Freedom Fund din

UPS executives Lea Soupata,

19th, at 7pm

TWO MarcheS, One Agenda

tinct personalities served on
the Commission, who have
expectations from him, and he

Evelyn Gardner

ager, and he plans to apply for
the position on a permanent
basis, next Spring. (At the time

gressiveness from the city.”
When asked how his leader
ship style would differ from

chapter was founded in 1989
and actually chartered 1991, in
Little Rock, Arkansas. The

ment for the city, because there

cessor.

American to serve the City of

association has over 150,000
active members. These mem
bers extend nationally through
the Caribbean. There are six
Florida chapters. The St. Pete

treated with fairness.”

redevelopment

downtown

community and corporate sup
port for NAACP since his

AUGUST 5, 2000

St. Pete NBNA Founder
Wins National Award

ST. PETERSBURG Sandra Simmons Holley, for

and has won numerous awards
for professional and communi

Licensed Mortgage Broker

ST. PETERSBURG/TAMPA

Sandra Simmons Holley
Retires---------------------

traveled extensively with her
husband, Dr. Willie J. Holley,

1(888)778-9712 (Toll Free)

i • Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Springs • Plant City • Lakeland • Winter Haven • Bartow

ta r

St. Petersburg • Clearwater

Sharpton-and toe Oct. 16th
Please see pg. 17

Million Family March (MFM)

- and Min. Farrakhan-stood
together during a press confer

ton, D.C.

ence to announce their support
of each other’s march. Both

March places special emphasis

marches are to take place on
toe National Mall in Washing

The Redeem toe Dream

on racial profiling and police
brutality.
Please see pg. 17
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DWight
CeCe Winans Opens ’’Alabaster Box
’ ’ Chimurenga ’ ’
Waller Runs For
School Board —-

tic. They were designed to

encourage and lead people to
church. This CD is for people
already in toe church.”

The

Wellspring

staff

recently created a unique fivecity “Alabaster Box” church

H

strong roots stick together, and

at her own expense and the
churches collected a love

are so many families that are
so veiy close. These are what

love, forgive, and work on
peaceful relations. It takes a lot

offering at toe free concerts. In
each city, toe church’s choir

you would call very strong
roots. When you are bom, you

of love and work to live with

and band opened for CeCe and
backed her during her own set.

as a baby depend upon your
family. I feel toe first days,

individuals. We are bom alone,
if not a twin or triplet or what

Says Lee Michaels, general

months and preschool years,

ever. We grow up to depend on

manager for WCAO in Balti

determine your closeness to
your parents, grandparents and

our own families. We look

other siblings.
When you think back to

resemblance. We have same
mannerisms, but we are a sin
gle individual. We are bom

is sending a message to other
performers bf her stature that

Longtime activist for black
community democratic rights

unjustly tracked into learning
disabled programs. They are
being disciplined unnecessari

you can still be blessed without

Dwight “Chimurenga” Waller
has announced his candidacy

ly and many are bused 45 min
utes or more every day to north

for an at-laige position on toe
Pinellas County School Board.

county schools. I felt that toe
bureaucratic and rigid Pinellas
County School Board needed

Mr. Waller’s name will be on
toe Sept 5th primary election

to have a voice which repre

ballots and ifelected, he will be
toe first black member of toe

sented our children’s needs. I
made toe choice to run for toe

county’s school board.
With toe slogan, ‘Working

board to give toe black com
munity that voice in toe educa

together for quality education
for all students,” Mr. Waller’s

tion of our children.”
Waller’s platform centers

WASHINGTON, DC Nearly eight months after toe

forsaking toe church.”
“Alabaster Box” recently

debut

of

her

first

CD

“Alabaster Box” on her own
Wellspring Gospel Records
label,

Grammy-winning

vocalist CeCe Winans, contin-

ues to push toe CD which
spent 11 weeks at #1 on toe
Billboard gospel charts out of
toe box and‘iemains a Top 10

Me” with Whitney Houston,
CeCe’s latest promotion was
deliberately aimed at reaching
toe church community. “This

smash. Known for her urban
pop hits such as “Everytime,”
‘Well, Alright” and “Count on

album is a praise and worship
album,” CeCe says. “A lot of

won two Detroit Motor City

Music awards, a Dove award
nomination and has sold over
300,000 copies - CeCe’s
fastest-selling solo CD yet

my past CDs were evangelis

Volunteers Needed Bethune- Cookman
Football Media
At Sanderlin
Center-------- ------- Day--------- —-----Media desiring individual
interviews with players and

campaign flows out of his long
standing concern for educa

around five central issues:
• Raise achievement levels

ST. PETERSBURG Volunteers at James B. Sander

second or third week of Sep

DAYTONA BEACH -

tember. Our greatest challenge

tional equity for black chil

for all students. Stop toe failure

lin Family Service Center are

is getting volunteers for this

Bethune-Cookman College
will hold its football media day

dren. Recently named the

very special individuals. They

program, which will run from

on Sunday, Aug. 13th, from

CC Sports Information Office

president of the

rate of black children.
• End racial quotas for

range in age from 13 to 65 plus

September to May. If you or a

by Wednesday, Aug. 9th.

National People’s Democratic

desegregation. Let us all have

years. They are retirees, busi

neighbor, friend or relative can

10:30am to 12:30pm at
Municipal Stadium on LPGA

Uhuru Movement, Mr. Waller

neighborhood schools near our

give children your time on
Tuesday or Thursday, 3:30-

who is married with 4 children

homes.
• Stop School Superinten

Boulevard.
A press conference with

deadline are subject to be

is a 49-year-old lab technician

ness professionals, parents,
students and community

6pm, please call Melissa

Head Coach Alvin Wyatt and

will be conducted on toe field.

and 12 grandchildren. He also
. holds an appointed position op

dent Hinesley’s bureaucratic
. andundemocratictaetics.

members. Some have special
ized skills. All contribute (heir

selected players will take place

; toe City of St. Petersburg’s Cit
izen Review Committee and is
a member of toe Coalition of

1' ‘Hire more black teachers
in Pinellas Count) . t?s

Williams, Volunteer Coordina
tor? lafe < 321-9444, rextr; 20 > or
email wil liainsmm@ hotmail.

1 from 10:30-11pm in the Presi
dent’s SkyBox (2nd level), of

For more information,
please contact Charles D,
son or Beth Goodroe at (904)
258-7621.

national

African American Leadership.

• Allow more parental
input in curriculum and disci

“Our black children are

plinary issues for our children.

being failed in drastic numbers
by this school system,” Waller

For more information on
Dwight Chimurenga Waller’s

stated. “By toe 4th grade, 65

campaign, call toe Campaign

percent of black students are

to Elect Dwight “Chimuren

failing. Hundreds of bright and

ga” Waller to school board at

capable students are being

(727)560-2943.

Paint Project &
Clean Up Day

timeand talents. o nd blnoo

We are planning'to start
back our tutoring program toe

R'CIub Now
Taking
Applications

coaches should contact toe B-

Requests received after that
denied. Individual interviews

Classes start

tions for it’s preschool and

Aug. 21

2000. R’CIub serves more
than 4,000 children daily with
44 locations throughout Pinel

We will assemble on Sat

Weed and Seed Program of St.
Petersburg is sponsoring a
Paint Project and Clean-Up

7:30am at McCall’s Diner on
22nd St. So. It is our hope, that

Day scheduled for Saturday,

with support from toe commu

Aug. 12th. We will be painting
two buildings on 22nd St (Mr.
Fillyau’s building at 903 22nd

nity, we will finish toe projects

St So. and Ms. Wilson’s Laun

good feeling of accomplish

dromat).
We are in need of volun

ment of a much needed project

to help boost our community.

Before and after school pro
grams are open 6:30am until

teers for painting, clean-up and

Who knows, your neighbor

6pm on regular school days,

support

hood may be next!

teacher in-service days, spring

S a.cc:kedited Bachelor's and Master's degrees are
offered through the College University Center9
* "PJ<TS Sertificate programs prepare you for a new
profession or enhance job skills in as little as a year.

Resourcefulness and Respon
siveness to toe needs of others.

more """ 100 areas jj
• Business Administration

including:

^Communications

. ^=7“,,oni

■
Hearing Impaired

A Good Story or Article

- Please Send It To

own family roots, teach and

ness and family gatherings.

show love and closeness, and

This is how strong family roots
start, and continue through

loyalty to their own. This
world is too crazy! We need to

hundreds of years. This is your

grow close, and toe only way

special family tree.
Many people, if they had a
chance to change one of their

we can grow close is to start at
home. Love your families.

own relatives and pick a friend,

ty and understanding. You

would. There are people who

have not had a close family

need to work each day on
building a peace-loving family.

relationship.

That is what life is all about!

Families

:

always

Treat them with respect, loyal

with

THERE IS
ONLY ONE
RACE IN
THIS
WORLD THE
HUMAN
RACE!

HIRES

• Those who place blame

are avoiding responsibility.
Man

does

not

suffer

because others treat him crude,
but because of his own bad

attitude.

o

A foolish person responds

6o.jwfethe heardf but a wise

person acts according to God's
Word.

CAPITAL SECURITY LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

LIBERTY NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
GULF LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
INDEPENDENT LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

UNITED LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF AMERICA

vacation days. Preschool pro
grams are open 6:30am until

(727)341-3239
www.spjc.edu

6pm, Monday thru Friday year

round, and serve children age

two to five.
For location, availability
and registration information

ing them with toe same close

Veterinary Technology

and holiday breaks and most

If You Think You Have

roots.
It is important to raise your
babies to know about their

INTERSTATE LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

Fully accredited Associate in Science (A.S.) dearees
boost career options in as little as two years
9

childcare with emphasis on
Respect,
Responsibility,

ings, you are carrying them on
to your own children, and rais

AMERICAN GENERAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

PJC s fully accredited Associate in Arts (A A ) denmn
grants you by law admission as a junior to a fla'te university.

las and Hillsborough Counties.
R’CIub provides quality

ness, we do not feel any strong

OF

grams beginning Aug. 1st,

urday morning, Aug. 12th,

ly and extended family gather

into a family, and if we are not
treated with love and close

BURIAL POLICYHOLDERS

R’CIub Child Care Inc. will be
accepting registration applica

before and after school pro

ries do you have? When you
are brought up in a close fami

alike or have some family

ALL AFRICAN-AMERICAN

Enroll now!

ST. PETERSBURG -

your life as a child, how many
wonderful, marvelous memo

anyone. Each of us are single

ATTENTION

Chang®

ST. PETERSBURG-The

by 12noon.
We offer food, fun, and a

toe Press Box.

com!

M.rrTr——1- »— »

_

What is a family? There

leader in gospel music, CeCe

ST. PETERSBURG -

W.F. Allen

Our Families

New Psalmist Church, “As a

CeCe Winans

>y

tour that exceeded everyone’s
expectations. CeCe performed
30-40 minute sets at 3,0005,000 seat churches. She came

more, MD which coordinated
CeCe’s concert at toe city’s

Dwight 'Chimurenga' Waller

Speaking
To The
People

St. Petersburg Junior College

regarding R’Club’s 44 loca
tions, please contact Robin at

your community college!

If you purchased a burial insurance policy in
the 40's, 50's, 60's, or 70's from any of these
companies and you are African-American
you may have certain legal rights you need
to protect, Please call for a free consultation.

Since 1927

(727)578-5437.

ALL ARTICLES SUBMITTED
MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN OR
NEATLY PRINTED

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Custom Jewelry
by
Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

Master Jeweler‘&
Designer of Fine Jewelry

Repairs while you wait
The Market Place
. Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

Professional Hair Care Products

DESIGN!

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

Yogi's Hair Siudio
328-1900
Angfia's Hair Sai-ari

THOMAS A. VAUGHAN

WAVE
BYDESK3N’

Ariisuc Hair Fashion
321-4840

• A-Quitn BiAurY
Salon
327-5241

Crtaiivl-N-Sole
321-9322

Vaughan, Donohoe & Payer
205 East Central Boulevard
City Centre Building, Suite 500
Orlando, Florida 32801
407-648-4535
Toll Free: (800) 989-4535

Cinier Stage Unisex Salon
I
327-4074

Helen's Biaijty Sai on

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that
should not be based solely upon advertisements

323-4840
P & C Hair Design

Robert's Hair Salon

327-5182
Emerald City

447-3090

866-7070

447-4548

Before you decide, ask us to send you free written

information about our qualifications and experience.
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Racially Tainted, Selective Prosecution
Charge Drives Jurors To Tears-----------bv Collie J. Nicholson
Hardly ever does the

issue of race evoke tears
from jurors.
But that is what hap

pened when the lawyer for
former International Box
ing Federation officials
Robert Lee, Sr., and Robert

against Don King and oth
ers, he was going to jail."

battle between a group of

trayal of Lee is that of a

wealthy white promoters,

greedy manipulator who

The government allegedly

led by Las V6gas-based
Bob Arum of top Rank,

had his hand held out for

Inc., and the Duva family

made the threat to Lee be
fore the trial started.
King, who is

also

black, is the top promoter
in boxing. The government
named him as an unindict

Lee, Jr., ignited the federal
courtroom with the issue

ed co-conspirator in the

recently in the racketeering
trial of the duo in Newark,

dence to support the claim.

case, but offered no evi

Kang was not called to tes
tify and positioned himself

incriminate the Lees.
Tim Smith, writing in
the New York Daily News,

rooms and who penalized

of New Jersey. |

fighters whose promoters

to

All along skeptics have
thought that the issue in the

could not or did not pay.

stating that not all rankings
were done strictly accord

informing on Lee, was to
clean up boxing, he would

was

matter

jace-based

since Lee wast the only
African American to head a
major boxing organization.
Krovatin ^confirmed

Jurors wept openly and

well on the outside of the

unashamedly as attorney

case.
Nevertheless, witness

the powerful International
Boxing Association for the

Gerald Krovatin, with tears

He also rejected the

had to go to such lengths to

government's contention
that payments were made

that contention in the
minds of many. Lee headed

NJ.

ter than a waitress accept
ing a tip from a customer.

payoffs

in

grimy hotel

Krovatin
countered
that portrayal by saying

that the description of Lee
is wrong and that Lee
"gave 824 men a chance to

manipulate rankings,

ing to one standard.

"Ratings are done for

said that if Arum's intent, in

have done well to start at
his own door.
Smith intimated that in

all sorts of business rea
sons," Krovatin said. "It's

allegedly paying bribes to

do something they lovedthe chance to fight."

done as an accommodation

to a promoter. It's done to

guilty of muddying the
waters and that the various

On the other hand,
Krovatin said that what

put on a fight...It is a busi
ness..’They make money

boxing
commissions
should take some kind of

King may have given to

on sanctioning fights."

action against him and

Lee, Arum was himself

those similarly situated.

running down his face, said

es

prosecution

past 17 years. Promoters

Lee was in the way of "gra

Krovatin, along with

unequivocally that a cadre

hurled accusations about

have accused him of ac

tuities" and does not consti

defense lawyer John De-

Arum is in trouble for

entitled to receive gifts and

Massi, who represents the
younger Lee, spent a lot of

admitting that he paid a

throughout the trial without

cepting
approximately
$338,000 overt the past

tute a crime. "Mr. Lee is

credence, since they were

decade.

gratuities from people he

time attacking the govern

to sanction a bout between

edly a race-inspired allega

unable to validate their tes

ment charges on technical

George Foreman and Axel

timony with hard evidence.

"Race is an issue in this
case," Krovatin said. "This

does business with, and

tion.
Krovatin

that's not a crime."

grounds, and they ques

Schulz in 1995. The Neva

of wealthy white promoters
had conspired against the

Rooting Out
The Trade In
Human Misery

Lees in what was undoubt

by Andy Falkof

for

the

King's

involvement

$100,000 bribe to the IBF

portrayed

The dramatic defense

case breaks down on racial

Referring to FBI video

tioned whether the federal

Lee, who is black, as "a

summation-in the trial that

started in April-left several

tapes in which Lee is seen
and heard referring to

racketeering law, originally

naive, generous man who

lines."
. He stressed that a num

da State Athletic Commis
sion is looking over 200

designed to fight organized

pages of Arum's testimony

his

jurors in tears. Lee's former

ber of promoters, including

alleged gifts from King as

crime, "was ever intended

in the New Jersey trial,

friends. Krovatin also re

wife wept uncontrollably

Arum, Cedric Kushner, a

"turkey" and "Christmas

minded the jury that the in

as the defense made its

native of South Africa, and

cheer"-code words

to cover a sports and enter
tainment business."

Smith said.
"It's not often that a

vestigation into allegations

summation.

Dino Duva have not been

referred to cash, Krovatin

is

man sticks his own head in

was

betrayed

by

that

"This

indictment

a noose," Smith reasoned.

at

way out there on the fron

Christmastime, wants to

tier of the law," KrOvatin

"In one of those odd

give Mr. Lee a gift or gra

argued. He suggested that it

tuity, and if Mr. Lee wants

would have been more rea

twists that occur only in
boxing and bad horror mo

said

"If Don

King,

The summation came a
day after the prosecution's

charged with crimes even
though, Krovatin said, they

closing arguments in which
U.S. authorities accused

engaged in some of the
same sort of conduct for

Lee and his co-defendant

which Lee is being prose

to give a gift or gratuity to

sonable for the government

vies, Don King, the intend

poorly ventilated Dutch containing the bodies of 58 suf

dying."
"The government has

the people he works with,

to have filed a civil lawsuit

ed target of the FBI's probe

focated Chinese immigrants who had tried to enter Eng

taken sides," Krovatin said.

IBF into a personal profit

Said Krovatin, "Some

that is no crime."

When death is the result of smuggling immigrants

across borders, is the root of the problem the smugglers
or the laws that make immigration and human transport
crimes?
British customs officers recently stumbled upon a

of bribe-taking and con
frontation between the FBI

and’ Lee came on the night
that Lee's only daughter lay

son of having turned the

cuted.

Krovatin

against the Lees, rather

of Lee and the IBF, will be

contended

than subjecting them to

left standing if the Nevada

criminal charges that carry
a maximum 20-year jail

Commission puts the ham

term.
Krovatin

wrote.

land illegally. People all over the world condemned the

"The government has al

making machine by selling

people have gotten a free

smuggling of people as an appalling-and dangerous-

the high rankings that enti
tle boxers to more lucrative

pass, while two people-a

that many of the alleged

trade. Both the Labor and Conservative parties were

lowed itself to be used as
yet another weapon in the

man and his son-sit at this

quick to condemn as greedy and immoral the smugglers

war of multimillionaires.

defense table arid that's not

who illegally bring foreigners to British shores. Home

The government told Lee

fights.
Lee's lawyer described
him as being caught in a

payments
were
never
made, and he said Lee's
collecting money from pro

fair."
The government's por

moters was no more sinis

Secretary Jack Straw stated that the smugglers "have no

that unless he cooperated

regard for human life". Prime Minister Tony Blair said

Tobacco vs. Marijuana

this tragedy proves the importance of eradicating the
"evil trade in people".
British ports along the English Channel are closely
watched for illegal immigrants, much as the southern
border of theUnitedStates is jploseiyitftdnltbffed fOF. ille-J
gal entrants. At the British'ports, drivers are fined $3,000f
for every illegal immigrant brought into the country.
Most asylum-seekers are denied entrance and are re
turned to their respective nations. Parliament is currently
drafting legislation to facilitate the imprisonment and de

portation of illegal residents trying to blend in.
Britain's Immigration and Nationality Directorate
says there are more than 20 groups involved in the lucra
tive people-smuggling trade. Many of the immigrants
pay the equivalent of nearly $30,000 for the chance to

enter England.
Given the risks involved, these syndicates offer expensive-and often dangerous-services common to black

markets. Of course, this is not surprising: Whenever gov
ernments raise the stakes by increasing the difficulty of
entering a country illegally, criminal groups take greater

risks to achieve bigger financial gains. And there are
always desperate immigrants willing to pay exorbitant
black-market prices in the hope of improving their lives,

even if they are gambling with their well-being and safe

tyThe Chinese immigrants who died were simply try
ing to enter England to forge a better life for themselves.

As a result of the tightly enforced immigration controls,
they had to take bigger risks than ordinary. They gambled
and lost.
But who ultimately bears the moral responsibility
here? Would the immigrants have died if they had entered

because these are the first

will begin with alcohol or
marijuana or sometimes
Severaf'of these'drugstwill
be experimented with at the
same time. But if yoii'r
child has begun to use other
drugs
than
mentioned
above, there is a very good
chance that he or she has
reached a more serious
Stage of drug use. A stage
that probably means drug

drugs that young people

rehabilitation is needed.

bv John Duff
As a public high school
teacher I am faced with the

enormous task of working
to prevent my teen'age stu
dents from becoming ad
dicted to drugs, starting
with tobacco, alcohol and
marijuana. These three
drugs are often referred to

as the "gateway drugs"

use. They almost always
precede the use of heroin,
crack cocaine or "peedogs"

-crack cocaine and mari
juana
smoked
together-club drugs like

smokes or chews tobacco.
The dangers to tobacco
arc primarily?- Congeterm

health risks that include
lung cancer and emphyse
ma. I explain to my stu
dents that while people
who smoke marijuana usu
ally smoke less/often than
those that smoke tobacco,
they smoke 'marijuana
much deeper and hold the

person that smokes both
tobacco and marijuana it
could be doubly;dangerous.
It is important to’jroint
out that marijuana intoxi
cates. It alters one's con
sciousness. It affects the
ability of the student to
concentrate, recall and re
cord what he or she is
studying. Marijuana tem
porarily alters the percep

smoke much longer and

tions and the personality of

harder in their lungs than

mer down on Arum," Smith

questioned

whether the government

true lifelong pleasure.
As a community, we

bard have resulted in the
Narconon drug treatment

must focus on prevention.

.program which,,,iworks.0to

popular ..: belief

get even hard-cdre. herom
andf cocaine) addict's “off

This J

amongst students

that; to

bacco is more dangerous
than marijuana tells me we
are doing a much better job
in the education and pre
vention of tobacco use than
we are with marijuana. Yes,
tobacco is very unhealthful,
for sure. But marijuana is a

drugs for good.
For information on the
Narconon drug rehabilita
tion program, you can con
tact Narconon Chilocco at
(800) 468-6933. Other pro
grams that can help you as
a parent are the Scott New

mind affecting hallucino

man Center's "Neighbor
hoods In Action" (800)

many students feel that

tobacco smokers do. Mari

the user, making classroom
learning much more diffi

tobacco is more dangerous
than marijuana. This poses

juana is sometimes smoked

cult. I tell my students that

For now, if you find

783-6396 and the National

with bongs or water pipes

of all the drugs teenagers

that your child has begun to

Parents Resource Institute

an important question. Is
tobacco more dangerous

to get larger quantities of

use, it is marijuana that

experiment with tobacco,

For Drug Education, Inc.

smoke into the lungs which

poses the greatest danger

alcohol, marijuana or other

(PRIDE) (800) 577-4500.

than marijuana? First I
should say that tobacco and

causes irritation, coughing,

by distracting them from
their primary job in life as

drugs, talk to him or her
about it right away. Tell

I have noticed that

genic as well.

drugs: Rohypnol and GHB.

marijuana are really quite

hacking along with redden
ing of the face and watering

teenagers. That job is to

him the truth. If you or

For more drug prevention
materials, contact Friends
of Narconon (626) 449-

When young people

different types of drugs.

of the eyes. So I tell my

find themselves and their

your child are addicted to

3082.

drugs, contact Narconon.

further education, careers

Breakthroughs in the field
of drug rehabilitation made

crystal meth, ecstasy and
LSD, and the date-rape

begin to experiment with

Why?

student

students that the long-term

direction in life. They need

drugs they usually begin
with tobacco first, alcohol

smokes marijuana, he or

to prepare themselves for

she ' becomes intoxicated,

health risks to smoking
marijuana may Swell be as

second and marijuana third.

something that does not

great as those found with

and overall success in life.

by American author and

Sometimes this sequence

happen when a student

tobacco smoking. For the

These are the sources of

philosopher L. Ron Hub

When

a

WE WELCOME
YOUR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

The War On Drugs Rots America
before.

be willing to serve that

rights of others-whether

England on a bus or a plane like ordinary people instead

President Clinton may

meanwhile, can make a liv

pork-barrel-laden

bill

Anytime the United States

market. It is sheer simple-

the perpetrators are in

of like livestock in the back of a truck? Wouldn't the

have a found a legacy, and

ing growing coca, which is

passed by Congress also

has put pressure on farmers

mindedness to think that

toxicated or not. The War

tragedy have been avoided if the English government had

the Republicans in Con

turned into cocaine for the

included money to finance

in one Latin America coun

destroying the livelihood of

on Drugs is premised on a

treated immigrants as human beings, perhaps even as

gress are backing him. His

American market. (Eighty

the spraying of(Colombia's

try, the drug traders have

Colombian farmers is go

fundamentally anti-Amer

economic and cultural assets, rather than as wretched

legacy? Taking the United

percent of American co

coca crops with the deadly

simply moved somewhere

ing to end the cocaine

ican idea: that the govern

States into the civil war

caine originates in Colom

else. For that matter, wasn't

trade. It's drug prohibition

ment may tell us what we

bia.) The U.S. government

the end of the notorious

and the resulting black

the smuggling industry for the deaths of the Chinese

raging in Colombia by an
injection of $1.3 billion in

herbicide Fusarium EN-4,
which the newspaper re

wants to stop the peasants

ports

cartels

market that make growing

may and may not consume.
You and I may believe

bilge rats?
While the English government continues to blame

by Sheldon Richman

wing

militias. Peasants,

server,

the

is

"emergency"

usedj to make

countless

times

Colombian

drug

immigrants, perhaps it ought to reflect on its own culpa

money and military equip

from growing coca on the

chemical weapons, which

hailed just a few years ago?

coca so lucrative in the first

that using drugs is a stupid

bility. In the absence of England's restrictive immigration
laws, there would be no incentive for what Blair refers to

ment,

curious ground that the de

will harm plants other than

I guess they're back.

helicopters, not to mention

mand on American streets

place.
When will we give up

to do. That's not the point.

as the "trade in human misery".

hundreds of American pi

will dry up if the Colom

including combat

coca and could eventually

No one should rule out

this idiotic crusade, which

Either we are free or we are

not. And in a free country

States to help the Colom

has not stopped drug use
but has trashed the Consti

bian government in its civil

tution, corrupted the rule of

police until they violate

a few eggs.

war. But that is no business

law, violated our rights to

someone else's rights.

"Colombia is the heart of

of ours. Intervening there is

be secure in our homes, de

We just celebrated the

sicken some human beings.

that the drug war is just an

lots and "advisors". And

bian

vanishes.

You see, as the Bolsheviks

excuse

why is he doing that? Be
cause, he and his GOP

(We'll deal with this argu
ment soon.) The guerrillas

used to say, you can't make

illegal immigrants from Cuba, Mexico, China and other

an omelet without breaking

countries the same way the English government does.

allies say, it is necessary to

protect poor coca growers

Immigrants who have risked everything, including their

prosecute

our

in return for money, which

Of course, it isn't fair to single out English immigra
tion policies for criticism. The U.S. government treats

lives, to seek a better way of life by contributing goods

and services to our economy are incarcerated and repatri
ated.
While British and American lawmakers are busy

domestic

War on Drugs.

Such is the logic of the

War on Drugs-which is

supply

for

the

United

finances their activities,

the drug war, arid we'd bet

certainly not authorized by

stroyed our financial priva

which in turn stimulates

ter get on with it," said

the U.S. Constitution. No

cy, turned inner-city neigh

flags, watched fireworks

activity by the militias,

GOP Sen. Paul Coverdell.

Colombian guerrilla threat

borhoods into war zones

and lauded liberty. It was
all bogus. No one has the

really a war against people.

which profit from drugs

"If we lose in Colombia,

ens the United States.

and provided excuses for

It's another reason to dump

through their ties to weal

then we lose everywhere."

America

smugglers, they would do well to recognize that the root

that policy forthwith.

they so proudly enforce.

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

thy coca growers. The mili

That's the public line

But some people will
cling to the drug-war ratio

Colombia is the scene

tias work with the regular

being put out by the presi

nalization. By now, we

Let's get down to ba

of continuing violence in

army, which will never win

dent and his Republican

should all see through that

sics: people have the right

volving the government,
so-called left-wing guerril

an award for respecting in

allies. But there is reason

to ingest anything they

dividual rights.

for

because

phony-baloney justifica
tion. As long as Americans

such strategies have failed

want cocaine, someone will

a right to do is violate the

las and so-called right-

people are left alone by the

Fourth of July. We waved

casting blame and discussing how to thwart human
of the problem lies with them-and the immigration laws

and self-destructive thing

According to The Ob

skepticism

to

police

the

world?

wish. What they don't have

moral authority to talk
about freedom until they
renounce

the

War

on

Drugs.________ ___________

SAVE
WATER
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Do You Remember Blake High School, Tampa

BAY POINTE NURSING PAVILION
Providing Loving Skilled Nursing Care

For Your Family In A Clean, Comfortable

r

p

Environment By A Professionally

11

Trained & Caring Staff
JCAHO accredited and State licensed
24-hour registered nurse supervisor
Short-term care

Long-term care
Physical, occupational and respiratory therapy, speech
language pathology
Complete rehabilitation program with a spacious 3,000
sq. ft. therapy gymnasium

Respite care
Recreational activities and social services provided
Large private and semi-private rooms
Interdenominational religious services and visits
Family environment
Physician-directed policies and programs

WALTER'S
Security And Parking Services
Operation PAR,

35 Years Experience

Inc.

provides

sub

stance abuse and mental health ser

Uniformed Officers & Valet Services
We Work: Churches - Dances - Parties - Concerts

Funerals & Many Other Functions

Licensed
Security Guards Needed

art-Time Positions; Various Schedules, Loi
, __ Assignments^For Details Cali... .
Phone (727) 823 - 4550

Cell (727) 434

vices to WAGES participants and their

family

members,

and

Registered dietician
Hospice services
Safe, enclosed, open-air courtyard
We accept Medicare, Medicaid, Private, VA and HMO's
Out-Patient rehabilitation program

Conveniently located in South St. Pete

loW-income

families in Pinellas County. These ser

For more information, call:

vices are free and confidential. Ser
vices are available to adults and chil

Bay Pointe Nursing Pavilion

dren. For more information contact:

Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438

4201 - 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 867-1104
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AKA AKAdemy

5

from pg. 1

about tlie need to understand
the importance of the culture
of our community as well as to
learn “sentiment” and the ben

efits of “delayed gratification”
in order to become successful
men. He emphasized that the
4th and 5th grade is a critical

stage in a young man’s life and
challenged the AKAdemy
staff to mentor the youth and
keep them eneigized and inter

ested in school during the crit
ical pre-teen/adolescent years.
The Pathfinders reviewed
the program rules (with Myron

Mills) and the schedule for the

year (with Michael Clarke)
which will include a Leader
ship Reheat, Values Clarifica
tion Workshop, Healthy Bodies-Healthy Lives Seminar as

well as a trip to the Zora Neal
Hurston Festival in Orlando,
attendance at local sporting

events, community service
projects,a fishing trip and a

tour of the Florida Legislature
and campuses of FAMU and
FSU. The Pathfinders culmi

nated their orientation with the

recital of toe Oath of Manhood

- led by Ivan Thicker. The lun
cheon was concluded with a

Unity Ceremony that incorpo
rated toe ideals and values of
the various Greek-letter orga
nizations with the goals and

objectives of the AKAdemy
for Gents program.
The AKA AKAdemy for
Gents is a collaborative effort

between toe men of toe local
chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha,

Kappa Alpha Psi and Omega
Psi Phi and toe ladies of toe

local chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority. The program

receives annual funding from
toe Pinellas County Juvenile
Welfare Board. Program activ
ities will be coordinated and
facilitated by the men of the

local fraternities with administrative activities coordinated

by toe ladies of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. For more
information about toe pro

READ A NEWSPAPER

The 7th Annual
EVERY DAY!
Back 2 School
Bash Is
igi
2001 Challenge
Millennium Celebration Underway! ------

gram, check out toe website at
www.ZUOCHAPTER.com.

ST. PETERSBURG-The

provide jobs, decrease poverty,

about and support toe succes

Greater Pinellas Democratic

raise property values and edu

of toe 2001 Challenge in S

Club presents 2001 Challenge

cation levels, and lower crime

Petersburg.

TAMPA - Many of our
children in Tampa’s lower

Explosion volunteers also take
toe children on field trips such

through Lakewood Commu

income housing areas will not
be ready for school this year...

as concerts, plays, sporting

nity School 4 nights a week.

events and to toe beaches.
During toe year, Operation
Explosion provides toe chil

The school is located at 1400

4th

dren with 3 major events, our

include:

through Sunday, Aug. 6th, we

Easter Egg Hunt, toe Christ

will be going to our sites to dis

mas Extravaganza and next

tribute school supplies, back

month’s Back 2 School Bash.

packs, food baskets and pro

We are looking for people
to donate school supplies such

in toe inner city. Mayor Fisch

Join with representative

turing Mayor David Fischer, to

er will be at toe Aug. 10th

from all of Pinellas County t<

This is

reward these efforts. Meet toi

Explosion comes in.

Masters, 8100 Park Blvd.,

meeting to report on what has
been happening with this plan.

Pinellas Park..
Mayor David Frscher has

Plan to come and meet toe
people who are working to

issued a challenge to toe com

implement this exciting and
ambitious undertaking. Learn

munity to work together to

candidates and office holders.
For reservations, pleas<
call Dorothy Breyer at 343
1830 or Harvey Morgensteir

at 360-3971.

On

where Operation

Friday,

Aug.

vide haircuts to toe thousands

St. Pete Free Clinic To Hold
Volunteer Orientation ——
ST.

PETERSBURG -

The St. Petersburg Free Clinic
has relied on caring people in
this community for 30 years to

as: paper, pens, pencils, fold

week!

ers, glue, crayons, scissors and
school boxes. We are also

Each Saturday, Operation
Explosion goes into Tampa’s

9th, 10am to 12noon orSafi

lower income housing areas

If you are interested in
becoming a volunteer, please

day, Aug. 26th, 9:30-ll:30ar

and provides toe children, and

For more informatio
please
contact
Dawr

their families, with an hour
long fun-filled Nickelodeon

medical care, food, clothing,

shelter, and financial assis

Ave. No., on Wednesday, Aug.

help those who are in need of

of children we work with each

tance.

come to our volunteer orienta
tion to be held at toe St. Peters
burg Free Clinic at 863 Third

Sarmiento at 821-1200.

PETERSBURG -

ST.

GED classes and Adult Basic
Education classes are available

Millennium Celebration, fea
be held Aug. 10th, at Banquet

GED And Adult Basic
Education Classes Being
Offered ——-------- ------ —

looking for people to sponsor a
child.
i For additional information
regarding this year’s Back 2
School Bash, please contact

type event that teaches morals,

Charlene Beverly at (813)

respect, self-discipline and

309-5628.

self-confidence.

Operation

54th Avenue South in St.

Petersburg. Off center sites

• Sanderlin Family Center,
2335 22nd Ave. S., St Pete.

1400 54th Ave. S. between toe
hours of 2-9 Monday thru

• Gulfport Library, 5501
28th Ave. S., Gulfport.

Thursday or Fridays 8am3:30pm. You may also call

• Fairmount Park Elemen
tary, 575 41st St S., St Pete.

leave a message.

Please call 893-2955 for
further information or stop by
toe community school office at

“Educating & Cultivating
Small Businesses'”

We look forward to meet
ing you!

Eat Combos During This Season With These Specials!

COMBO #1
3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2
1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda

$3.99

$4.99

Mixed 500 extra - White 500 extra

Add 500 for Bacon

COMBO #3
1 Little Red Cheeseburger
1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

St. Petersburg Business Development Center

215-2071 (cell phone) and

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4
1 Big Red Burger
1 Srh. Fries • 1 Med. Soda

$2.99

$2.99

Add 500 for Bacon

Cheese 250 extra - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ADD 50# for SHAKES on All Combos

Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,

Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.
Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

City of St. Petersburg. , ,
Ear more information please call (727) 893-7146
or visit our Web Site at www.stpete.org

All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10;30 am until 3 am in the morning

O
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plentiful. There were plenty of

St. Petersburg Housing
Hospice Teen
Authority's Service Providers Volunteers To
Extravaganza A Success
Host Town Hall
ST. PETERSBURG - On

3pm at 1201 22nd St So., the

St., Petersbuig

LARGO - The Hospice of

Housing

the Florida Suncoast’s teen

Authority’s HOPE VI Project

volunteers will host a town hall

hosted an Extravaganza that

meeting on end-of-life issues

gave the residents of Jordan
Park an opportunity to meet

and hospice care for high

the Service Providers and par

ticipate in health screenings,

lies, Wednesday, Aug. 16th,

The Aug. 16th town meet

from 6:30-8:30pm at the

immunizations and nutrition

agency’s north community
service center, 2675 Tampa

trainings.

Even though the day start
ed out somewhat rainy, as it

Road, Palm Harbor.

progressed more of the resi
dents came out to take part in

Break The Silence and Speak

At this open forum, Youth
Out About End OfLife Issues,
teen volunteers with The Hos

all the entertainment and fun.

There were musicians and

pice will moderate this discus

African dancers, popcorn and
hot dogs. Children were pro

sion on high school students’

perspectives on death, dying

vided with ID passports as

and hospice care in Pinellas
County.
In addition, hospice profes
sionals will be in attendance to

well as games that they could
participate in. All in all it was a
successful event

Thanks to all the Service
Providers, Jordan Park resi

listen to teens’ views. It is the
intent of these hospice profes

dents and St. Petersbuig Hous
ing Authority staff that partic

sionals to take suggestions
from the audience back to their

ipated.
It is the mission of the
Housing Authority of St.
Petersbuig to provide a variety
of safe, sanitary, accessible,

programs to help The Hospice
enhance its mission of caring

decent and affordable housing
to the Citizens of the City of St.
Petersburg, While enhancing
and promoting resident selfsufficiency.

Volunteer Opportunities
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Retired and Senior Volunteer

• Directions, Service for
Seniors - needs volunteers to

deodorant containing chloro
phyll can be made by steeping

day. Helen and Wanda Burney
Were the hostesses and the

fresh pine needles, strawberry

mostess. Those in attendance

in Washington, D.C. 2002.

leaves, and/or peppermint

were yours truly, Wanda Bur

organizations to spark discus
sions on end-of-life issues in
Pinellas County. The cam

leaves and stems in alcohol for
a few days, Add an equal part

ney, Barbara Noel, Beatrice
and John T. Baker, Leroy and

Everyone had an enjoyable
time in Thomasville, Georgia

of water to this mixture to pro

paign also is designed to pro
mote the forthcoming PBS-

tect tender underarms.

Toni Barton, Willie and Annie
Thomas, Signora Farris, Helen

TV series, On Our Own
Terms, featuring renowned

MOTOR HOME VISITORS

Henry, Marion Miller, Chester
Washington,
Leon
and

ing is part of The Hospice’s
massive public engagement
campaign, Isn’t It Time We Talk
About It, in partnership with
other health care providers and

motored to St. Petersburg,

will provide an in-depth explo

Florida via their motor home.
This is their 13th year and the

ration of death and dying in

America. The series will air

motor home is still going
strong, looking as good as it

over four nights, Sept. 10th13th, from 9-10:30pm on PBS .

did 13 years ago. Dorothy is a
member of the Gibbs High

stations, including local station
WEDU-TV, Channel 3.

IDAAND HOMER
DESCENDANT
“FAREWELL TO OLDEST

FREENEY”

Homegoing

celebration

was held for Ella Freeney Jef
frey Saturday, 24th of June

2000,1 lam in New York City,
NY. Sunrise April 10th, 1918 -

June

FAMILY-GET-TOGETHER

sunset

The home of Nettie McIn
tosh Tarver was the chosen site

Arrangements were entrusted

for a family get-together. There

1879 Amsterdam Ave., New

her sister Gale (Bivens) John

was food galore, top shelf of

son, who graduated from
Medical Recording School

everything; a get-together that

was totally together. Guests

York, NY.
Ella was the first bom of
ten children to the union of the

with honors. The Cunys are

motored in from Deland,

late Homer and Ida Freeney in

residing with brother and sis

Tampa, Ft. Lauderdale, Miami

Columbia County, Florida. At

ter-in-law, Rev. Paul and

and Sarasota, Florida and
Chicago, Illinois. Soul food

School Class of 1952. The
couple motored from Las
Vegas, Nevada after attending
the graduation ceremonies of

Malissia Brown of 23rd Ave.
So. Rev, Brown is one of St

Pete’s Brown twins, ‘Paul and
Silas.”

was the order of the evening.
All others were from the Sun-

19th,

2000.

to Hart-Davis Funeral Home,

a very early age, she and her
parents relocated to St. Peters
burg, Florida where she

received her early education at

Bivens of 13th St. No. and

Nettie McIntosh families and

ed and became a member of

same time period the number

Maggie Jordan and plenty of

the Lois Grayson families.

Bethel A.M.E. Church. After

“...the current drug war poli

of black Americans impris

cousins and good friends.

cies of incarceration and
mandatory minimums for
riohvidlenf' oWendeiS^re "not
working. In fact, they are caus
ing irreparable damage to our
families, our communities and

oned

WARREN FAMILY

completion of .her education,
Ella relocated to Miami, Flori-

volunteers to be ‘field supervi

and neglected children who

For more information on

nonviolent offenders up, but
rather on helping them over

are going through the court
system.

these and other positions,

• The Mustard Seed Foun
dation - need volunteers for

• Neighborly Senior Ser

ing:

for

drug

offenses

On Thursday night, the
Gibbs High School Class of
‘52 held a fish fry for their
classmate Dorothy, and hus
band Arron who we accepted
years ago as an honorary

increased five-fold and the

REUNION

da for a short stay, then to New

The weekend of July 21st,
22nd and 23rd in Thomasville,
Georgia was chosen for the 8th

York.City where she met and

member. Fresh fried mullet

family reunion of the Warren
family. The Quality Inn was

memories, devoted compan
ion James McDougal, daugh

of African Americans put

fish was the order of the

the location for guests. Motor

behind bars went up signifi

ing to Thomasville were the

ters • Yvonne Jeffrey, Kim
McDougal, Patricia McDou

cantly -- between two and

evening. Bea Baker furnished
ole fashion potatoe salad, Mil

eight fold, depending on the

dred Smith furnished a deli

the

state.
Mr. Shelton concluded his

cious bowl of cole slaw; Rose-

please call the RSVP office at

come their addiction and turn
their lives around to become

na-oven baked beans reeking

327-8690, ext 22.

hard-working, productive citi

Annie; Willie is a descendant
of the Warren family, the

remarks by expressing the

with smoked bacon. Toni Bar-

Jones, Clifton and Rose. A

ter, Da’Ja Davis; godson,
James Sheppard; a host of lov

NAACP’s support for legisla

ton-our other honorary mem
ber, furnished a bowl of her

three-car

was

ing relatives, nieces, nephews,

involved in the trip; one van

dynamite toss salad. Pon-

included. The group took off

cousins, and friends; and a
devoted niece, Earlene King.

meals ana to assist in various
congregate dining areas.
• Union Academy Family

Center - needs volunteers to

zens.”

,

Director Shelton highlight
ed two of the more critical
findings of the study, includ

number of young blacks

increased six-fold.
• In six states, the number
of Caucasians incarcerated
went down while the number

tion to decrease incarceration
rates and mandatory minimum

Office Depot To Hold 7th
Annual Teacher Appreciation
Breakfasts----- - ------------------ Gibbs Alumni

with a cook-out at relatives

Hubert Currington, class presi
dent, deep fried fish for hours;

home, the John Mitchells.

year starting soon, Office
Depot, the world’s laigest sell

da will participate in the pro

Dale Mabiy Highway.

Picnic —- -----

gram. More than 55,000 teach

All local teachers and
administrators are invited to

ST. PETERSBURG Due to inclimate weather, the

attend, enjoy a free breakfast
arid receive a free gift bag from
Office Depot. Additionally,

Annual Reunion Picnic for
Gibbs Gladiator Alumni Asso

come. Any questions pertain
ing to the Association and/or
Picnic, please contact Minson

ciation has been rescheduled
for Saturday, Aug. 5th, 11am to

Rubin at 866-2651 or Rhonda

3pm at Maximo Park.

meeting and greeting all Glad

the educators and administra

12th at the following Office

tors who serve our children
and communities so faithfully

Depot stores: 1104 E. Fowler
Avenue; 10057 E. Adamo

comes them to the Teacher
Appreciation Breakfasts.

year after year, each of the
retail chain’s nearly 850 stores

Dnve; 211 N. Dale Mabry
Highway; 3275 Hillsborough

rNEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY S

We are looking forward to

j WE
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Shear Essence

I

Extension Weaving and Braiding

328-7189
328-7289

he kept it hot, and steady com

Food was in abundance. Being
the “peach state,” peaches and

ing. This was a B.Y.O.B. affair
and everyone brought their

pecans were centered on each
table. Top shelf spirits were

iators. Covered dishes are wel

Jackson at 8946045.

1

EXPRESS

i
I

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM
' FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM '
- WALK-INS WELCOME -

AND

(husband Al);
Sterling

Whitehead; great granddaugh

It matters not what you are
thought to be, but what you
are.

Until next week, jump to it.

Please Support Our
Paper by Supporting
Our Advertisers

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

I
i
i

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She i
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits, I
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
i
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to

0

i

i
i

1

mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

i
i

i
i
i

I

i
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene 1

i
i

!

(727) 419-1509

gal White

granddaughters,

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

AMERI

married the late Leroy Jeffrey.
She leaves to cherish her

0 lBlBlBJBIBlBJBlBJBlBlBlBlBlBfBlBlBIBIBJgjBlBIBJBJ5lBlBJBlBigiBfBlBlBlBlBIBlBIBlBJBIBlBlBl@iglBlFiliiilBlBlBlBjgiBJBjgjBi 0
I
I
i
I
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
I

TOTAL HAIR CARE

i

motorcade

and

derosa-deep fried chicken.

Avenue W.; and 14759 N.

taped video message from
Rosie O’Donnell as she wel

Thomases-Willie

sentences and increase funding

in the United States and Cana

attendees will view a special

Bakers, John T. and Beatrice,

for drug treatment programs.

TAMPA -With the school

Sein Professional Center
36326 U.S. Highway 19 N.
Palm Harbor, FL 34684
Bus: 727.786.2427
Fax: 727.786.6587
Cell: 727.896-1040

son, Lois Grayson, Catherine
Jackson, Hubert Currington,
Alice Berry, and Rose Taylor.

2002.

doubled, while during the

Program to start 8/23/00.

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.
Suite B

Leonard Manuel, Arron and
Dorothy Curry, Willene Mack,
Idella McGhee, Fred Burney,
Jodie Johnson, Archie Thomp

blessings for your Reunion

ington Bureau Director Hilary
Shelton stated recently that

produce from the fields; and

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

Arron and Dorothy Curry

journalist Bill Moyers, who

“2000.” Good luck and our

intakes, monitoring the cloth
ing closet, and talking to the

our resources not on locking

Financial Advisor

relatives from

High School.
As a youngster, she attend

8th, M - Thurs., 2:30-5pm.

Donald R. Collins

motored back to L.A. on Mon

207

around the country. The
Mitchells were the hostesses.
The next reunion will be held

Hosting the affair were the:

Tutorial Programs, grades K -

ALL ARTICLES SUBMITTED
MUST BE TYPEWRITTEN OR
NEATLY PRINTED

were

together had a grand time.

gram - need volunteers to
become advocates of abused

9-llam on Saturday, Aug.

mate Helen Henry. The Cunys

Eleanor Fuller, aunts Catherine

• Guardian ad Litem Pro

The Teacher Appreciation
Breakfasts are scheduled from

An inexpensive and very
effective natural underarm

Beaufords and daughter. There

with family members, sister

our national fiber. We must
begin to focus our eneigies and

Designed to recognize the
dedication and hard work of

14th Ave. So. home of class

number of white Americans
imprisoned for drug offenses

assist with the After School

Teacher Appreciation Break
fasts program.

ARMPIT PLOY!

Albany, Georgia; the Larry

icy Institute, NAACP Wash

vices - needs drivers to deliver

ers, administrators and local
PTA officials attended the
1998 breakfasts.

favorite drinks. This fantastic
get-together was held at the

just released by the Justice Pol

• Pinellas County Rolling
Readers Literacy Program need volunteers to help teach
persons to read. A few hours a
week can make a world of dif
ference in someone’s future.

er of office products, will soon
be holding its 7th Annual

to motor up and visit from

MORE UNIQUE WAYS TO
STRETCH A DOLLAR

receptionist and clerical work,
scheduling appointments for

require any special skill, just a
desire to help and stay alive.

respond.

ner. Annie Thomas had friends

Davis Elementary and went on
to become a graduate of Gibbs

clients.

sors.” If you enjoy the out
doors and are excited about
feeding the poor, please

the Mitchells for pot luck din

coast area. Approximately 150
guests attending the get-

tor’s appointments, and pick
up medications at pharmacy.

agencies; volunteers to go out
and actually gather and bag

services, afterwards, back to

896-2152

Choice time was spent

seeking new volunteers. Many
of these opportunities do not

the fields to hunger-relief

Sunday morning, church

So don't wait on it."

• From 1986 to 1996, the

phone visits, transport to doc

shop for homebound seniors,

night at the Quality Inn.

Citing statistics from a study

Program (RSVP) of Pinellas
Opportunity Council, Inc. is

• Society of St. Andrew needs a volunteer to drive and
deliver gathered produce from

Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,

NAACP Blasts SoCalled ’’War On
Drugs” For Its
Discriminatory
Impact On African
Americans -- -------WASHINGTON, DC -

banquet and dance were the
older of the evening Saturday

"Yesterday has gone, forget it.

Anyone interested in
attending should RSVP by Fri
day, Aug. 11th to Sandi

school students and their fami

of historic sights in the area. A

Charles Howard

for people at the end of life.

Mahood or Penny Voelker at
(727) 586-4432.

adults. A bus tour on Saturday

With

Meeting-----------

Saturday, July 22nd, 9am to

activities for the. children and

Rambling

I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
i
helped and freed from all your troubles?
i

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

I

Rev. Mother Superior Williams

I

3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

l

(813) 874-5581

!

who loves me.

- Hillary Vyjlliams

i

a
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Net-Based Training What You Need To KnoW If Peterman Picks Up
Endorsements, Rejects PBA
Revolutionizes
Your Managed Care Plan
HoW Workers
WithdraWS From Medicare
Learn---------------ST.

TAMPA - Thousands of
Floridians will be affected in

by Earl W, Stafford

FAIRFAX, VA - Electric

cations can run the gamut from
teaching high-tech workers

typewriters are as much a relic
of the clunky past in a modem

new programs and software to
familiarizing employees with

day newsroom as cumber

company policies on sexual
harassment and diversity.

some old-style methods of
training workers are in today’s
business envirohment.

This technology allows

companies to provide workers
with a consistent, unaltered

In an era of global compe

everytime.

Net-based training applica

Perhaps most important of
all, with the Web-enabled CDROM loaded on their home

tions to meet this need.
CD-ROM and Net-based

training applications are a
more efficient, high-tech alter

computer or laptop, workers
will have access to the latest

native to the old-tech method
of conveying information.

information - constantly updat
ed as necessary.

Gone are traditional class
room-style settings,- where
groups of workers must be
physically present with an
instructor at the same place

These Web-enabled CDROMs allow workers to fol

low hyperlinks to connect to
the Internet and sites that are
relevant to the material at hand.
Cross-referencing and sup

and time.
CD-ROM-based software

porting information is just a

(HCFA), the federal agency
that administers Medicare,

coverage if you desire. You
also have the option of

wants to make sure that you

enrolling in another Medicare
managed care organization if

www.medicare.gov.
A list of questions and

tion Voters. FCAN’s endorsing
letter cited Peterman as a can
didate “with a proven track

Plans that are not renewing
their Medicare contracts for

one is available.
1-800-

answers giving detailed infor
mation about how and when to

record on the issues,” while the
Florida League of Conserva

the 2001 contract year will

continue to provide services

MEDICARE
(1-800-6334227) for information about

change plans is available at
www.medicare.gov or can be

through December 31st, 2000.

whether a managed care plan

obtained free of charge by call

tion Voters called him an
“exceptional candidate.”
At the same time, Peter

These plans are required to

will continue to participate in

ing Florida Medical Quality

send you an information pack
age by October 2nd, 2000. If

the Medicare program. At that
time, HCFA will also post

Assurance at 1-800-844-0795,

man on July 17th sent a letter
to the Police Benevolent Asso

ext. 3333.

ciation (PBA) stating, “...I can

you do not receive the infor

information about which man

OWINGS MILLS, MD-

tures a special moment in

tography contest, they sud
denly realize that their own
favorite photos can win cash

year in the International Open

prizes, as well as gain nation

al

larly beginners, are welcome

continued

exposure,”

Bryan.

to try to win their share of
over 1,300 prizes. The dead
line for the contest is October

must be postmarked by Octo
ber 28th, 2000.

to everyone and entry is free.
‘Everyone has at least one

Travel, Pets, Children, Sports,
Nature, Action, Humor, Por
traiture, or Other. The photo

The International Library
of Photography is an organi
zation dedicated to bringing

memorable photo that cap

must be a color or black-and-

the work of amateur photog
raphers to the public’s atten
tion.

READING
IS VITAMINS
FOR THE MIND

Available
TAMPA BAY — Is your
church, school, civic or social
club in need of speakers?

Trained Ronald McDonald
House of Tampa Bay volun

success in the Information Age

about one of your communi

tor.

teers and staff are available to
tell the Ronald McDonald

Charities of Tampa Bay.
Tampa Bay’s three Hous
es, two adjacent to AU Chil
dren’s Hospital in St. Peters

burg and one on the campus of,
Tampa General Hospital, pro
vides a total of 66 bedrooms

House story and inform you

- whether in the civilian or mil
UNITECH custom tools

ty’s volunteer-based non-profit

itary world. CD-ROM training

each program to meet the spe

and distance learning software

organizations - known as “The
House that love built”

Now in its 20th year of
serving Tampa Bay, the local
Ronald McDonald House

with baths, multiple kitchens,
laundry facilities, family
rooms and more. Homecooked meals are often avail
able.

pediatric families and relies on
the Tampa Bay community for

care to more than 2,000 fami

volunteers and other support.

lies with hospitalized children,

For more information, contact
Sally Jo Mullen at (727) 821-

Petrik, executive director of
Ronald McDonald House

paign to discredit Police Chief
Goliath Davis. We need every

Leadership, Inc. is having a
community meeting on Sun

one of this community who is

concerned about this commu

day, Aug. 6th, 6pm at Bethel

nity and who loves this com

Metropolitan Baptist Church,

munity to come out and partic

3455 26th Avenue South, St

ipate in planning for this com

Petersbuig, FL. Items to be
discussed include the selective

munity’s future.
We look forward to seeing

buying campaign at Tyrone

you on Sunday !

8961, ext. 7679, or Marty Gif

ford at (813) 258-6710.

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger
photographer,
NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

Bishop John Copeland told the
audience at a gathering to sup

before announcing them. Stay

Therefore, I must ask that you

port Chief Davis held at Bethel

tuned.”

remove my name from Con
sideration. I cannot, in good

Community Baptist Church,

The election for the Dis

“but you can see who really

conscience, accept your
endorsement or your financial

supports us.”

trict 55 Florida House Seat will
be held Tuesday, Sept. 5th. The

support.” Peterman’s action

campaign has been endorsed

ALL STORES CELEBRATE OUR NEW LAKELAND LOCATION
CERAMIC tile
CLEARANCE
COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP

CARPET
ROLLS

Over 200,000 Feet Of Ceramic Tile In Stock

NATURAL STONE

SQUARE
FOOT

12x12

79£

ELEGANT GLOSS STONE FINISH

FT. 13x13

QQ0
W*/

SQ. FT.

$-129
■ SQ. FT.

17x17

REMNANT BLOWOUT BERBER BLOWOUT
From
From
From

$36.00
$49.00
$59.00

Shop Early For Best Selection. 100’s To
(Thnose From. Many Below_2°§L

Best Selection And Prices
Found Anywhere

Super
_
Patterns Priced
And
From

Colors

“The

Frank

C

square

■

F00T

ST. PETERSBURG-The
St. Petersburg Free Clinic

Over
30
Priced
<"'Slock fro®
Colors

20th St. S., 8am to 12noon, 3rd

Aug. 12th, St Mark’s Bap
tist Church, 1301 37th St. S.,

Saturday of each month.

Food Bank which administers
ihe U.S. Department of Agri

8am to 12noon, 2nd Saturday

culture’s Emergency Food
Program in
this area,

of each month.

Church of Christ 4200 Fifth
Ave. S., 5-7pm, 4th Thursday

Aug. 17th, Bethel AME
Church, 912 Third Ave. N.,

announces the following distri
bution schedule for August:

tampa

ST. PETERSBURG
S.W. CORNER OF 22NDAVE. & 28TH ST.

SAVE

Aug. 5th, New Hope Bap
tist Church, 2120 19th St. S;,
8am to 12noon, 1st Saturday

of each month.
Aug. 10th, Pasadena Com
munity Church, 112 70th St.,
9:30-11:30am, 2nd Thursday

249-2088

321-9590

of each month.

THE FLORIDA LOTTERY
HAS BIG PLANS
FOR THE FUTURE.
HERS.
Meet Lakesha Rivers,

If you look at the chart below,

•

you can see exactly how

a rather outstanding

many students in your area

young lady- and, For the

have attended college thanks

past three years, a

to Bright Futures Scholarships.:

Bright Futures Scholar.

get where she is today. She was

Lakesha Rivers
Bright Futures Scholarship Recipient

encouraged by her parents

50%

78*

And she didn't. She worked hard and graduated

play the games of the Florida Lottery. Because of

from high schoofeleventh in a class of 500.

your participation, the Lottery has been able to

Yet her chances of going to college were uncertain

contribute to Bright Futures Scholarships and

more. Since 1988, over ten billion dollars have
gone to fund a variety of programs that
|

a Bright Futures Scholarship

And her dream of going to Florida..

Bright Futures Scholarships

Citrus County

447

Hardee County

122

Hernando County

427

Highlands County

335
4,434

Hillsborough County

International University became

a reality. While there, she wasted

no time excelling, and got her

Pasco County

1,129

Pinellas County

3,556

Polk County

1,703

benefit students from pre-school
through college. So the next time you

play, remember: you're helping to give
someone what may be the chance of a

lifetime. For more information about
the Florida Lottery and funding for

988

Sarasota County

Total

|

662

Manatee County

13,803

degree in Criminal Justice in just

education in your area, visit our

website at www.flalottery.com.

three years.

0

SQUARE
FOOT

(THAT’S ONLY $7.02 SQ. YD.)

LAKELAND

BAYONET POINT
N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

868-7424

Bright Futures
Scholarships

The real thanks, however, goes to the people who

to let nothing stand in the way- of her success.

Off Original Prices

3710 U.S. HWY. 92 E.

NEW STORE 667-4511

Aug. 24th, Fifth Avenue

All Month of August: St.
10am to 1pm, 3rd Thursday of Giles Food Pantry, 8271 52nd
each month.
St N., 9:30am to 12:30pm,
Aug. 18th, Gullport Senior Monday thru Friday only.
Center, 5501 27th Ave. S„
For more information, call
10am to 12noon, 3rd Friday of 344-5555 or 821-1200.
each month.
Aug. 19th, Mt. Zion Pro
gressive Baptist Church, 945

WHEN you PLAY. WE ALE WIN.

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

Peterman campaign can be

reached at 896-1302.

of each month.

HEAVY TEXTURE

(THAT'S ONLY $5.04 SQ. YD.)

Peterman

Food Distribution Schedule

funded by the Florida Lottery.

CARPET SALE

12x9’s
12x12’s
12x15’s

harmony in a city still recover
ing from civil disturbances.

campaign co-manager Ron
Lowe, “but we’re waiting for
official letters of confirmation

Fortunately, Lakesha was awarded

Mall and the ongoing cam-

(THAT'S ONLY S2.97 SQ.YQ.)

Davis, which endangers social

community leaders. “A lot of
people are running for office,’’

It wasn't easy for Lakesha to

ST. PETERSBURG - The

330

by additional groups,” said

less attacks on Chief Goliath

Learn how the House pro
vides its. comfort and care to.

annually provides comfort and

according to Janice Davis-

Coalition of African American

Priced
From

Photography, Suite 101-9008,
3600 Crondall Lane, Owings

Mills, MD 21117. Entries

Speakers

has won praise from many

and the title of the photo. Pho
tographs should be sent to:
The international Library of

To enter, send one photo

28,2000. The contest is open

been your organization’s reck

back, as well as the category

graph in only one of the fol
lowing categories: People,

place and without an instruc

All In Stock

white print (unmounted),
8”xl0” or smaller. All entries

Contest Director. “When peo . must include the photographple learn about our free pho 1 er’s name and address on the

announce that over $60,000
in prizes will be awarded this

Frank Peterman, Jr.

not ignore what I feel have

time,” stated Jeffrey Bryan,

dreds of workers any time, any

CAAL To
Hold
Community
Meeting

call

The International library of

The bottom line is that run
ning a tight ship is the key to

make this a reality you can

can

Photography is pleased to

cations can teach literally hun

carry in your laptop.

You

dorsements. Peterman’s candi
dacy has been endorsed by
FCAN, the Florida Consumer
Action Network, and by the
Florida League of Conserva

1-800-MEDICARE and on

Free Photography Contest
Open To St. Petersburg
Residents---------- —----- —-

click of the mouse away.

These high-tech training appli-

da House, District 55, has
announced two major en

mation about plan premiums
and benefits for calendar year
2001 will be available through

and Net-based training appli

cifications of each company.

at

have rights to supplemental

test Photographers from the
Saint Petersbuig area, particu

developing CD-ROM and

on

site

Administration

do the teaching. Having a “uni

program for every worker,

Web

Financing

to speed on new technologies
and procedures, without wast

Internet will provide the same

program

Medicare’s

service Medicare and may also

Amateur Photography Con

tive. My company, Universal
Systems & Technology, is

Medicare

plan.

www.medicare.gov. Starting
September 15th, 2000, infor

message, something not
always possible when humans

ing time or money, is impera

your Medicare managed care

You have the option of
returning to original fee-for-

tition that demands quickness
and quality, getting workers up

versal” program burned into a
CD-ROM or available on the

aged care plans are leaving the

2001 when Medicare man
aged care plans withdraw ser
vices. If you are one of these
beneficiaries, the Health Care

know your options.

Earl W. Stafford

mation by October 2nd, call

PETERSBURG -

City Councilman Frank Peter
man’s campaign for the Flori

© 2000 Florida Lottery
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An Everlasting
Piece------------

Light
Of The
World
By Daniel Banks

King Hamor, ruled a district in
Canaan which was also named

(a Tony .nominee for “The

winning director Barry Levin
son (“Rain Man”) comes the

Beauty Queen of Leenane” on
Broadway) starring as George.

comedy

The film also stars Anna Friel
(Broadway’s “Closer”) and

“An

Everlasting

Piece.”
Against the turbulent back

The Tragedies Of
Shechem And
Dinah —------------Prince Shechem, the son of

From Academy Award

popular Irish comedian Billy
Connolly (“Mrs.

drop of Belfast in the 1980s,

barbers

fellow

Colm,

“Indecent Proposal”).
“An Everlasting Piece” is

a

Catholic, and George, a
Protestant, form an unlikely
partnership to comer the

the third day, when all of the
men of Shechem were sore

Brown,”

toupee market and bring
piece(s) to Northern Ireland.

being produced by Oscar win
ner Mark Johnson (“Rain
Man”), Barry Levinson, Paula
Weinstein (“Analyze This”),

because of the circumcisions,

ing “An Everlasting Piece”

Louis Di Giamo (“Donnie
Brasco”) and Jerome O’Con

Shechem. The meaning of the

Simeon and Levi led their

from a screenplay by Barry

nor. Patrick McCormick is the

name Shechem, in reference to
the city means “portion.” The

brothers and the men of their

McEvoy, who also stars as
Colm, with Brian F. O’Byme

executive producer.

camp to kill all the men of

meaning of the name in refer
ence to the individual means
“shoulder.” i

Shechem by the edge of the

After Jacob settled in

Canaan, the Bible says his

laged,
and
completely
destroyed the city of Shechem.

daughter, Dinah, went out to

They took the women and

see the daughters of the land.
(Genesis 34) During her time

children alive, but every man

of socializing, Shechem saw

her and raped her.
Some say Dinah used bad
judgment in visiting a pagan

sword. According to

the

movie, they also burned, pil

was killed, including Hamor
and his son Shechem, who had
raped Dinah.
When Jacob heard of the

people who knew not the God
of her father. The movie ver

latter travesty, he rebuked
Simeon and Levi sharply, for
fear the other Canaanite tribes

sion of this story, named after

would collectively pounce

her brother Joseph, depicts the

people of Shechem, including

upon them, such as the Amorite, the Perizzite, the Hittite, the

Hamor and his son by the

Girgashite, and the Jebusite.

same name, as the city, coming

Shechem was a Hivite (a

over to Jacob’s clan to extend a

descendant of Ham, from

hand of welcome to the area,

whom it is said all the darker

as Jacob subsequently pur

races stem). The Hivites are

chases land from Hamor, (the
latter is corroborated by

said to have been a nomadic

upon the girl because of her

people and were scattered all
over the area, which would
also lend to Jacob’s fear.
The explanation given
Jacob’s sons was that their sis
ter should not be treated as, a
whore. In the overthrow of

beauty. Whether she exercised

Shechem, they retrieved their

bad judgment or was a poor

sister from Shechem’s house.

experts). In the movie, Dinah’s
whole family is invited to a
wedding in Shechem, where
upon the prince seizes an
opportunity to force himself

by

judge of character, no one

Amoral that can be learned

should have to be subjected to

from this lesson is that God’s

rape.

way is the best way. We fall in

Barry Levinson is direct

Clinton
Vows To
Veto
Estate
Tax
Repeal
THURMONT,

MD

and secure, was double-raped

run, but innocent bystanders

sign the marriage tax measure.

can also be hurt or killed,

one must remember, is about

His

because of our selfishness and

power, moreso than sex.

approval of separate legislation

impatience. If you feel you
truly love someone, ask God to

price:

creating

an

Croskey, 2030 S.W. 5th Place.

6:45pm, the Deaconess Pro
gram.

8pm. Looking to see all mem

All classmates are invited to

bers, and please be on time.

come.
If you know anyone in the

James Thorpe, Worshipful
Master; Cleveland Robinson,
Senior Warden.

CLASS REUNION

Class of 1950, please contact
Ruby Croskey, 352-622-3911
or James Thorpe, 352-6292948.
*****

invited to attend these sessions.
Mrs. Erma D. Rush, Presi

Tuesday, Aug. 15th, 2000,
7pm, The Ministers’ Wives

dent, extends her sincere

Program.

thanks to all Convention par

Wednesday, Aug. 16th,

ticipants and supporters.

WE WELCOME YOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

acceptable

Clinton said he is con

Simeon and Levi heard about

ask Him for the strength to let

it, they were besides them

it go for eventually it will bring

selves with anger against the

deep pain to you, if you are

Last month, senators voted
59 to 39 to pass the “death tax”
elimination bill, ignoring

Shechemites and plotted their

God’s chosen vessel. The pre

demise.
Hamor and Shechem met
with Jacob after the incident

Democratic arguments that it

vention of pain and heartache

was a tax cut for the richest
Americans. Sponsors por

with Dinah but instead of apol

The Israelites were not

ogizing for his behavior,

trayed the measure as a matter
of basic fairness and a remedy

Shechem asked permission to

attacked by the surrounding
tribes of Canaan but were

for a tax that punishes success,

many Dinah. Yes, he was will

greatly feared and dreaded

ing to pay any dowry for her,
but I find him to be a tad self-

and 9 Democrats joined most
of the Republicans in voting

because of the tragedies which

for it

offended in the intermarriages
between the two groups. On

(Lane)

Ruby

Medicare prescription drug
benefit.

vinced the deal he is offering
has strong merits.

(also see The Bible Almanac
by Tenney.)

home

R.R. Bailey Lodge Hall, at

congressional

son. If the relationship is out of
sync with God’s perfect plan,

so that God would not be

Ilresday, Aug. 8th, 2000 at the

gram.
The public is cordially

standard deduction to twice
that of single taxpayers.

by his own daughters! Rape,

agree to be mass circumcised,

is the official opening at

tially cut taxes for all married

the bill repealing estate taxes,

ial Bible Dictionary, p. 780

Aug. 19th, 12noon, at the

Monday, Aug. 14th, 2000

9am, Leadership Training;
6pm, Young People’s Pro

couples by adjusting their tax
brackets and increasing their

he has conditionally pledged to

i Tenney, Merrill C. Pictor-

will hold its monthly meeting

Aug. 18th; 2000. The schedule
of activities is as follows:

The Senate opened debate
recently on a 10-year, $248 bil
lion measure that would essen

only hurt ourselves in the long

and get the men of Shechem to

reunion for the year 2000. We
will have a meeting Saturday,

In the Republican radio

God’s will for our lives, we not

Lord.

1950 is planning a class

#50 TO MEET
Queen Victory Lodge #50

YWAs and Matrons Program.
Friday, Aug. 18th, 2000,

address, Rep.' Pat Toomey (RPa.) said the buigeoning feder
al budget surplus makes it the
perfect tune for Congress to fix
the marriage tax glitch and
enact other tax cuts.

later, just as he was feeling safe

actions.
The sons of Jacob scheme

QUEEN VICTORY LODGE

NEWS
DEADLINE
IS 4PM
MONDAY

From “accordions” to “zithers,” you’ll find
whatever you want among the 11 million
listings on superpages.com” services from
GTE — the number one online Yellow Pages.

Shop directly over the Internet, locally or
nationally, with businesses in 22 wide-

ranging categories on superpages.com.

From planning a party to buying a
car, get a great head start with advice and
suggestions on a variety of categories.

Give Respect & Respect Shall
I
Be Received !
Give Disrespect & Disrespect Shall
I
Be Received !
A

v

Quick, customized directions. Simple,
easy-to-read maps. Music to your ears.

Shop on.

Florida’s

Convention President; 7pm,

were ready to approve even
more tax-break legislation.

whole town of men and when

righteous in defense of his

Street on Monday, Aug. 14th
continuing through Friday,

Bentley,

less spending.
But Republicans said they

Although Clinton had left

took place at Shechem.
Pray my strength in the

session at the Christian Educa

Women State President, Mrs. ;
Erma Rush, local Women’s^

gress he said was bent on reck

no doubt that he would veto

His people in the first place.

Naomi

tion Center, 1205 N.W. 4th

of

ing and President’s Day; Mrs.

auxiliary to the 2nd Bethlehem
Association will begin its 55th

passed by a Republican Con

to live with them contrary to

is the reason God gave laws to

by James Thorpe

2000, 9am, Leadership Train

recently to veto an “irresponsi

to people but when we choose

upset, but when her brothers

Ihe Women’s Missionary
and Educational Convention,

and Girls’Club on 12th Ave.
Thursday, Aug. 17th,

ble” repeal of the estate tax

escaped being gang-raped by a

direct you as to how to live
holy and happily with that per

Ocala
News

ing; 7pm, Banquet at the Boys

-

studied how Lot narrowly

her into his own house, unmar
ried. Her father Jacob was

CONVENTION

2000, 9am, Leadership Train

President Clinton pledged

love and are sexually attracted

Shechem raped her, he took

AND EDUCATIONAL

HowardAcademy Class of

In previous weeks we

In Dinah’s case, after

WOMEN’S MISSIONARY

superpages.com
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Ti

pastel, watercolor, photogra

- Society In
-Zjjpl Ocala

phy, sculpture and mixed
media.
The public is invited.
Admission is free. For more
information, call (352)' 840-

9521.

maintenance and office proce
dures. Minimum age accepted

Florence Williams Ray

The Ocala Police Depart
ment seeks a couple of volun

7133.

is 15. Duties include greeting

HOPE LIVES HERE

visitors, some office proce
dures and help with light main

Hope lives here, In this
run-down shack, With a gar

tenance skills. A great opportu
nity for student volunteer ser

back...

vice. Training is provided. For

YOU CAN HELP

more information, call Jara at

671-2870.

There is an air of harmony,
Freshening up each room. A
pot of thoughtfulness, In mag

nificent full bloom...

BABY BEAUTY

their shot is next due. That is,

teers to do cost accounting for

as long as they go somewhere

the technical section. Flexible

PAGEANT TO BE HELD

Labored garments line the
wall, Contentment rocks in the

8TH
OCALA — A food give

to get the tetanus, (he MMR
and the first hepatitis shot. If
they miss that deadline, they

hours available, for as little as 1

hour per day. Typing skills will

Paddock Mall will host the
Sunburst USA Beauty and

easy chair, God painted a
touch of silver, Into the

be helpful. For more informa

Baby Pageant on Saturday,

dwellers hair...

will again be put out of school.

tion, call Vanessa at 369-7181.

Aug. 5th, 2000 from 11am to
6pm. Winners will go to the

That made it all worthwhile,

state pageant to represent their

Built on the back of willing
ness, And seasoned with a

enthusiastic and dedicated new

county.
For more information, call

members. Work in beautiful

marketing

surroundings, meet interesting

Beamer at 237-1223.

away will be held on Aug. 8th,
2000 by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture for those who

Students must also show

qualify.

proof of a tetanus booster and a

From 9am until 2pm, the
USDA will distribute surplus

second measles, mumps and
rubella vaccination.

canned vegetables, meats and
dried goods at the Southeast

COPELON TO JUDGE AT

The Appleton Museum of
Art Volunteer Corps needs

director

people and share your appreci

the American Legion Hall,

Dianne Copelon will be judg

art or art history training is

10730 U.S. 41 in Dunnellon.
At 11am until 2pm, food will

ing the Brick City Center for

required. Those interested are

The Ocala Police Depart

the Arts’ Fourth Annual Sum

mer Spotlight juried ait show

invited to learn more about the
museum’s volunteer opportu
nities. For more information,

ment is taking applications for

be given away at St Theresa’s
Catholic Church, 11528 S.E.

call Colleen Harper at 236-

through November 9th, 2000.

7100, ext 100.

Classes will be Thursdays

To qualify, recipients must
meet the following income
levels: one person, $905 per

month or less; three people,
$1,533 per month or less; four

which will continue at the
Center through August 26th,

2000.
The show will feature area

Support

CITIZENS POLICE

ACADEMY

its citizens police academy,

scheduled for Aug.

smile...

Please

ART SHOW
OCALA - Art journalist

U.S. 301 in Belleview.

Laughter is the medicine,

Alicia

ern Livestock Pavilion, 2232
N. Jacksonville Road, Ocala;

ation for the arts. No previous

Blayz Plays In Florida This
Month-------------------

den of love, Growing out

FOOD GIVE-A-WAY
PLANNED FOR AUGUST

10th

artists working in a variety of

The Evangeline Booth

from 6:30-10pm.
For more information, call

mediun, including oil, acrylic,

Apartments need help with

Lt. Barry T. Shrum at 369-

Our Paper

Blayz

From

Atlanta-based Unplugged

they

Boston’ to Atlanta on to

making the most of this

ATLANTA

-

are committed to

By

Florida to your ears comes

Records. This up-tempo
R&B release features the

R&B

tight harmonies of Blayz

Supporting

group is poised to break

and also includes a rap by

up of four young men from

onto the musical map with

guest artists Dim Ghetto
Playaz,
an
upcoming

different backgrounds, is

Blayz. This

new

Our

their debut single, “Freak

Advertisers

In My Life.”
‘‘Freak In My Life” is
the initial release for

Atlanta group.

Although the members

opportunity for recognition
in the music scene. Made

bursting onto the scene to
make industry history with
their release, “Dear Jane. ”

are young (21 or under),

people, $1,848 per month or
less. Proof of income is
required.
Goods will be given away
on a first-come, first-served
basis. Recipients must bring

their own bags and manpower.
For more information,

contact Mid Florida Commu
nity Services in Brooksville at
(352)796-1425.

COMBINED FISHING/
HUNTING LICENSES

»

AVAILABLE

TALLAHASSEE - The
state Fish and Wildlife Conser
vation

an

Commission

nounced two new types of
fishing licenses will soon be

available for Florida residents.
The commission plans to

introduce previously unavail
able permits that combine salt
water fishing licenses with
either freshwater fishing

licenses or hunting licenses.
According

to

9

Susan

Weaver, chief of the commis

sion’s licensing bureau, foe
new saltwater/freshwater com

bination fishing license will

sell for $25.50, the saltwater
fishing/hunting license will
cost $35.50. Both will be avail
able from county tax collectors

and sub-agents around the
state beginning in early
August
The move doesn’t affect
the price of any of the licenses

involved.
IMMUNIZATIONS

MANDATORY FOR
SCHOOLCHILDREN

OCALA - Parents of stu

dents beginning kindergarten
and seventh grade this year
will need their immunizations
shots. According to the Marion

AS A PARENT, YOU WANT TO DO EVERYTHING YOU CAN TO KEEP YOUR KIDS FROM EXPERIMENTING WITH DRUGS LIKE POT.

County Health Department,
children who haven’t had all

IT WOULD BE A WHOLE LOT EASIER IF THEY CAME WITH INSTRUCTIONS. BUT THEY DON’T. WE CAN HELP PLAY WITH

their shots by the first day of

school will be sent home and
won’t be allowed back until

THEM. READ TO THEM. SING WITH THEM. TEACH THEM A JOKE. LAUGH. LISTEN. TALK. BE INVOLVED. CALL 1-800-788;2800.
WE’LL SEND YOU INFORMATION ON WHAT ELSE PARENTS CAN DO. ALSO VISIT OUR WEB SITES AT THEANTIDRUG.COM

they can provide proof that

they have received them.

AND DRUGFREEAMERICA.ORG. YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

Since there is no longer
time for kids to receive the full
series of hepatitis B vaccine,
which consists of three shots,

spaced a month apart, students
will be allowed back in school
if they have proof they have
begun the series.
They are allowed back in

school with a blue card that has
the expiration date for when

Office of National Drug Control Policy
Partnership for a Drug-Free Florida and America

For information or assistance, call;
Manatee Chamber of Commerce - Drug-Free Workplace
941-748-4842

PARENTS. THE ANTI-DRUG.
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WOMAN'S
Wedding Celebrations
In The Year 2000

Candidates Seminar T.D. Jakes

bv Allene Gammage-Ahmed

ST. PETERSBURG On Saturday, July 22, 2000
at 2pm, Alicia Haughbrook
was

the beautiful,

Church

entry and lunch for the candi
date and up to two campaign

ing a one-day training session
for candidates and campaign

media professionals will dis
cuss what is needed to know to

workers. Those individuals
who are interested in seeking

run an effective and ethical

office may also attend, for a

campaign. Through lecture
and discussion, participants
will learn how to efficiently

smaller fee. The workshop will
run from 9am to 4:30pm.

candidates for upcoming elec

took

where

Elder Clarence Warren and

1
X

Elder James Haughbrook
officiated.
Alicia is the daughter of

Elder and Mrs. James
Haughbrook
and
the

granddaughter of Gertrude
Haughbrook; the groom’s

parent, Hyacinth Woodley.
The audience was able

candidates, which includes

S., St Petersbuig. All declared

place at Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist

informative seminar. Former

candidates and elected offi
cials, campaign strategists, and

Media Studies, 801 Third St.

blushing bride of Milton
Woodley.
The ceremony

ST. PETERSBURG-The

League of Women Voters of
the St Petersbuig Area is hold

volunteers on Saturday, Aug.
5th at the Poynter Institute for

united in holy matrimony

and

WOX.1L1Q

tions and those individuals

develop a campaign plan and
how to avoid some common

who might be interested in

“pitfalls” along the campaign

running for an office in the

trail.

near future are invited to this
I
1

nn

8
■
fj
I
Hl

Mr. and Mrs. Milton Woodlev

you are going through that,

Beth Frierson at (727) 8944789.

matters but how you feel

provide precise information
and thorough research, while

entertainment while offering
city specific events, commen

tors. The site plans the addition
of real time news especially

American woman. The site

tailored to the interests of its

structured a business which'
enables access to the booming
Internet economy at a fraction
of the investment normally

community members. Mes
sage services, bulletin boards,
chat rooms as well as comple

associated with such business
es.”
Allen will be seeking the

mentary e-mail are also in the
works.

addition of several new depart

The company will imme
diately begin offering Unique

ment editors with topics rang
ing from motherhood to

You territories throughout the
state. Allen noted, “Our goal is

investments. Further informa

Using a community for

to provide a resource for learn

uniqueyou.com or direct from

mat, the site will endeavor to

ing, self-improvement and

Mars Allen at mars@the-

tion is available at www.the-

uniqueyou.com.

A Tour Of The Family
Reunion Buffet Table
Summer barbecues, pic

to

feel

the

romance

Alicia’s

mitment they must have to

stir up thoughts of good, down mayonnaise. Choose fiesh or
home cooking. If you have steamed vegetables that are
diabetes, these events can pose j

Haughbrook,

father reminded them of

one another..

special challenges. How can) or cream If you can; make
you stay healthy and still enjoy your own dressing for salads
those traditional meals? You with a little olive oil and vine
can do it-by planning ahead,
gar.
choosing wisely and watching
Vegetables and grains
how much you eat. So, grab should fill up most of your
your plate and head for the plate, but leave room for some
buffet table.
lean meat, poultry or fish. Be

ST. PETERSBURG
On Saturday, July 22, 2000
at 5:00 p.m., a beautiful
setting at Demings Land
ing'was the backdrop for

Naji

Mateen’s

in fat and cholesterol. If you

nics and family reunions can

reflect on the significance
and the true meaning of the

Roquemore

servings of fruit a day. Cob
blers, pies and cakes are high

God’s word and the com-

between this couple and

Teresa

Watch out for dishes
loaded with butter, cheese and

words “/ do, ” as Elder

and

wedding

about what you are going
through. Stand in the storm

T.D. Jakes

com a web community espe
cially designed for the African

growth.”

live by your feelings but by

There is a fee for declared

tary and editorial content.”
Allen continued, “We have

mission is simple,” editor Mars
Allen stated, “to open the lines
of communication among
Ebony women fostering per
sonal, social and economic

don’t have is time! Do not

your faith. It is not what

welcoming articles, opinions
and information from its visi

their contributions, concerns
and common grounds. “Our

resources - but what you

office at (727) 896-5197 or

announced the launch of its
new web site, theuniqueyou.

spotlights women of color,

things - you are strong,
God
has
given
you

For additional information,
please contact the League

Unique You Launches NeW
Web Site - -----------------------TAMPA - Tampa based
Unique You, Inc. recently

Conferences Break
New Ground------

can’t resist, have a small serv
ing. ».
s ' .... ) b *’•
It’s oest to drink water,
unsweetened tea or diet soda.
Add a wedge of lemon for fla
vor. If you choose to drink

ATLANTA-Time stood

with your head up while-

still recently in Atlanta for

the rain pours down your-

an international crowd of

back; think positively in.

more than 77,500 mostly
African-American women

out

who registered for Christ
ian leader T.D. Jakes’

your life how in the areas

“Woman,
Loosed!”

Thou
Art
2000 Confer

poverty; talk about getting'

to

“Seize

the

Moment.” During the con
ference
week,
which
included a sidebar eco

nomic empowerment semi
nar and the national pre
mier of his new play, Jakes
encouraged women of faith
to grab on to the hour hand,
swing out of oppression
and up. to empowerment.

He tackled a myriad of
tough issues and delivered
hope to each one.
“This is your year to be
a woman of informed deci
sions,” he told his crowd.

“You have survived - many
of you all kinds of horrible

you’re

still;

locked up...7ri/:e control of
of

faith,

family

and,

finance, ”

More than 28,000 men

ence, where he challenged

them

while

and women saw Jake’s
newest
gospel
play,;
“Behind Closed Doors”.-,
which premiered at the

Atlanta Civic Center and
blended a modernized bib

lical drama with the added
dimension of the emotional

and relational issues of a;
breast cancer survivor.
More than 9,000 attended
his “Woman, Thou Art
Loosed!” seminars.
T.D. Jake Ministries
will be hosting the annual

Man Power 2000 Confer
ence in St. Petersburg,

Florida August 17-19 at

Tropicana Field.

Sue Humphreys
Qualifies By
Petition----------- her primary interests is quality

alcoholic beverages, limit your

CLEARWATER - Sue
Humphreys, Democratic can

intake to no more than one

didate for Florida House Dis

her interests in services for

drink a day for women, two for

trict 49, has qualified to tun by

children and families, and

men, and drink only with a

petition. District 49 encom
passes all of Dunedin, Crystal

health care issues. She has long
been an issues-oriented, con

education, followed closely by

ceremony.
An intimate group of

Choose traditional soul

sure to choose grilled chicken-

meal.

food dishes that are high in

family and friends joined

and remove the skin-instead
of the fried variety. For some

Eating the right foods to

Beach, Ozona, a precinct in

cerned individual who has

fiber, vitamins and minerals,

control your blood sugar

the couple as Imam Askia

worked diligently on behalf of

and low in fat Great choices

thing different, try grilled fish

Muhammad Aquil officiat

and turkey buigers made with

The campaign will now

ed the ceremony and Min.

are beans, peas, lentils, and
dark green vegetables such as

means being prepared and
planning ahead. If you need

Tarpon Springs and portions of
Clearwater and Largo.

currently serves as .a Director

onions and chopped green

help putting together a meal

begin “Voter Registration Dri

Estelle Long blessed the

of the Family Service Centers

broccoli, collard greens, cab

plan, ask your doctor or nurse

ves” throughout the voting

couple.

of Pinellas and is a graduate of

bage,

to refer you to a dietitian or

Both Teresa and Naji
are residents of St. Peters
burg and graduated from

diabetes educator.

area. These drives will be con
ducted every Saturday morn

Leadership Pinellas.

greens. Go for the green bean,
three-bean,J black bean and

peppers. Top your butger and
sandwiches off with mustard
rather than mayonnaise.

For more information
about controlling your dia

ing in selected neighborhoods.
Sue Humphreys has been a

participate in the campaign or

Pinellas County Schools.

salads mixed with summer

betes, call the National Dia

48-year resident of Pinellas

betes Education Program at 1800-438-5383 or visit the pro

County and self-employed as a

gram’s
web
site
at
http://ndep.nih.gov for infor

Also a former teacher, one of

spinach and turnip

black-eyed pea dishes or pasta
vegetables. Sweet potatoes are
Mr. and Mrs; Naji Mateen

Being a bride in the new millennium has become the dream of many 'brides
to be'. Combining tradition with modernity, brides remain stylish, sophisticated
and beautiful which is always characteristic of that special detail for this roman

also high in fiber and veiy

nutritious. Whole wheat bread
and cornbread are good

What’s for dessert? Sum
mer means terrific fruits. It’s
hard to beat a fresh fruit salad,

cantaloupe or watermelon.
Fruit is an excellent source of
fiber, vitamins and minerals,

sources of fiber and are good

and has zero fat. Everyone,
including people with dia

for everyone.

betes, should eat three to four

mation on planning a diabetes-healthy family reunion.

tic occasion.

real estate agent for 20 years.

the citizens in her district She

For more information, to
to request registration or
absentee ballots, please call the

campaign headquarters
(727)447-3528.

at

If You Think You Have

A Good Story or Article

Both brides were radiant, and the grooms, of course, were strikingly debonair.
If you would like to announce your wedding, engagement or anniversary,

contact Woman's World Editor Allene Gammage-Ahmed at (727) 896-2922.

RCW Pre-Entrepreneurial
Class To Begin
ST. PETERSBURG-The

ness or looking for a new

ness plans; financing your own

Resource Center for Women,

exciting challenge, this pro

business; record keeping and

satellite location at the Enoch

gram is right for you and the

selling your goods.

D. Davis Center is ready to

economic climate of the new
millennium.

between Resource Center for

The six series of classes

Women and the City of St.

will include: Skills abilities and

Petersburg, Weed & Seed. For

more information, call RCW

The Pre-Entrepreneurship

attitude characteristics; busi
ness of interest, planning and
goal-setting to make it happen;

project is an opportunity for

legal issues; licensing; busi-

kick-off its evening series of
Pre-Entrepreneurship classes
beginning August 9th, 2000.
There is no fee for classes, '
however, enrollment is limited.

The project is a partnership

at 586-1110 or Enoch Davis
Center at 893-7134.

those hying to get the feel for
going into business, or for
business owners interested in

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED TRUTH AND UNCON

DITIONAL LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN

REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE SHALL OVERCOME."

- Please Send It To
iFecklu fflljalknger

- Martin Luther King, Jr.

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

■
■
■
■
■

BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
Eye Examinations
Eye Diseases
Contact Lenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

/A Lou

Beauty Palace

unique,

mars alien
editor

enhancing their present busi

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up
CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

Monday - Saturday

We accept or match most

Insurance Vision Care plans.

ness skills without paying

Standard Hours
of Operation

expensive tuition and cost of
classroom supplies.

allenmars93@aol.com

2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

Therefore, whether you are

looking for ideas to jump start
your present business, practi

cal skills to launch a new busi

log on to website
www.theuniqueyou.com

O

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"

<X'&;

I

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

727-827-3951
1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg
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Ed Kirkland’s Memorial
Celebration-------------------early ‘70s, he moved to Cali
fornia and became a change

Bishop Barry High School,

agent serving as an education
al consultant to low-income

quently attended Gibbs Junior

residents of Watts.

Associate of Arts Degree. He
held memberships at Moore’s
Chapel AME Church, the

Kirkland, 54, is known in
this community as a change

Ed 'Pop* Kirkland

agent, a scholar, a worker, a
politician. Most importantly,
he is the pride of his family and

by Dianne Speights

a friend to many who would

ST. PETERSBURG - A
St. Petersburg mother once

otherwise not know where to

had a wonderful pearl, white
and pure, and of great price.

turn for information and advo
cacy.

graduating in 1965. He subse
College where he received the

Pinellas County Workforce

Development Board, Pinellas
WAGES Coalition, People of

Job Fair
At
Dwight
Jones
ST. PETERSBURG-On
Monday, August 7th, from 58pm, Dwight Jones Neighbor

Center,

hood

Jamestown

Complex, will host a Job Fair.
A recruiter from the hospitals

Recently, the Interdenom
inational
Ministerial
Alliance (IMA) installed
three of the area’s finest to
continue the great efforts

of the organization: Elder
Martin Rainey, President

of IMA/HSD; Jean Claude
Petit, Executive Director;
and Dr. Gustave R. Victor,

Color AIDS Coalition, Earth

questions regarding job open

Mission Human Services
Board, Resource Center for
Women Advisory Council,
The National Council of

ings and tuition reimburse

This pearl shared the greatest

nobility toward his fellowman.

heading up voter registration

Men, and former membership

Bayfront-St Anthony’s Health
Care, Pinellas Workforce

The pearl, Edward Kirkland,

drives, giving advice to politi

on the Sti Petersburg Commit

Board, Pinellas Technical Edu

passed away on Thursday, July
13th, at St. Anthony’s Hospi

cians and other community
leaders throughout Pinellas

tee for the Disabled.

cation Centers and SL Peters

tal. On his birthday, Friday,

County and the state. An advo

Edward was a charter
member of the Concerned Cit

Aug. 4th, 2000, family and

cate for children in his neigh

izens of South St Petersburg

burg Jr. College. Information
on all other SPJC and PIEC
Certificate and Degree Pro

friends will come together to

borhood, Kirkland headed up

and the Democrat Club. He

grams

celebrate his life. His memori

after-school tutorial sessions,

was a founder of Citizens for

al service will be held at

as well as helping parents feel

Excellence

Profound

Moore’s Chapel A.M.E.
Church, 3037 FairfieldAvenue

comfortable at teacher confer

Change, and co-founder of the
Mes Amis Social Action Club

South, at 6pm.

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG -

President of IMA, Inc.
The IMA is a religious

Pop Kirkland could easily
be found rendering service,

ences, and in many cases,
accompanied parents to con

IMA Installs New Officers

will be available to answer

ment.
This event is being spon
sored by PinellasWORKS!,

Negro Women and Associate

and

where he served as permanent

organization that is com
prised of a large group of
the

faith

communities

which includes numerous
denominations. The human
services arm (HSD) is a
non-profit part of IMA

opportunity to tap into both

include the 500 Role Mod

els, Department of Juve

encouraging greater partic
ipation with and for the

cal infrastructure and land

private and public sector to

available,

acquire monetary contribu

including the Technology Pro

tions in an effort to carry

nile Justice, Pinellas Coun
ty Schools minority advi

community. He is excited
about the challenge this

computer training
equipment.

grams!
Step up to your future.

on quality programs for the
community. The Board of

sory, Neighborhood Asso

position will afford him
and the trust others have

The leadership of these
three individuals promises

Tuition assistance and other

Directors for IMA include

placed in him.

much. They will join oth

supportive services available

both ministers and lay

Fellowships, Front Porch
Florida, Weed & Seed 20th

Century after school pro

Executive

will be

ers who are committed to

ensuring that IMA’s mis

gram and many others.

envisioned a lot of growth

sion will be upheld and the

making significant accom
plishments that will con

Most of these initiatives

and expansion for IMA,

character of the leadership

the

IMA/HSD in the months to

maintained. Their mutual

tribute to the well being of

Challenge Area. Presently

come. He too will embark

the total child, the total

there are a number of

on continuing the utiliza

desire is to see each of us
work harder to enable

family and the community

churches already involved

tion

and

every child a healthy start

as a whole.
According to president
Martin Rainey, the Interde

and assisting with educa

impactful tools to uncover

tional programs on an on
going basis.

and to provide a strong,
effective voice for the

parking for 52 cars, new out
door basketball courts, side

nominational Ministerial
Alliance has been actively

As president of IMA,

more opportunities that
will greatly broaden the
scope of the organization.
His enthusiasm allows him

walks, landscaping, outdoor

involved in a select area of

He attended Immaculate

The family ask that dona

for many people. Part-time
programs and schedules for

for only a short period of time

Conception Grade School and

tions to Hospice be given

working professionals are

how to help people. During the

African-Americans to enroll in

instead of flowers.

available in many cases.

Wildwood Recreation Center
Groundbreaking Ceremony
ST. PETERSBURG-The
City of St. Petersbuig invites

you to attend the groundbreak

cial games and activities for
the children.
The former Recreation

ing ceremony for the new
Wildwood Recreation Center,

facility provided quality pro
gramming for residents of all

265010th Ave. S., on Monday,
Aug. 7th at 11am. Refresh

ages since
$4,550,000

ments will be served with spe

include two air-conditioned

1960-61. The
project will

college basketball courts with
400 bleacher seats, a 2,800
square foot multi-purpose

room, kitchen, computer lab/

art room game room and an
arts wing. The facility will con
sist of 32,000 square feet,
almost three times its previous
size. The site will also include

restrooms and playground.
The area residents will have a
brand new air-conditioned

services to the community
for more than 25 years.
Some of these efforts

facility. Projected completion
of the 14-month project is Fall
of 2001.

i

FAMU Hosts 2nd Annual
Environmental Justice Conference
2nd Annual Environmental

on “Towards Environ
mental Justice in Florida”
while bringing together com
munity, business, and state and

Justice Conference Aug. 9th-

local government stakeholders

11th at Florida A&M Univer
sity to help set the agenda for

who will be assigned roles and

TALLAHAS&EE -=-The

Center for Environmental
Equity and Justice will host the

Florida to address environ
mental equity issues.
The conference theme will

focus

responsibilities for implement

ing an action agenda.
Rueben Warren, associate

administrator

for

Urban

Affairs for the Office of Urban
Affairs/Agency for Toxic Sub
stances and Disease Registry,
and Vemice Miller-Travis, pro
gram officer at Asset Building
and Community Development
at the Ford Foundation, are the

Office of Environmental Jus
tice for the U.S. Environmen
tal Protection Agency, will
keynote the luncheon on
Thursday, Aug. 10th.

For a complete agenda or

speakers for the conference’s

to register, please contact the
Center for Environmental

general session on Wednesday.

Equity and Justice at (850)

Barry Hill, director of the

561-8193.

Neighborly Senior Services Needs
Volunteers------------------ ----------are making a difference in your

borly Senior Services needs

live in their own homes with
independence, quality of life,

you as a volunteer. As a Neigh

and dignity, rather than being

available

borly volunteer, you can be

placed in a nursing home.
Neighborly Senior Ser

CLEARWATER - Neigh

part of a special group of peo
ple who offer their time and

vices cannot provide this

community.
Opportunities

tions, or finding out about

seniors and their caregivers.

bound seniors without your

deliver Meals on Wheels
• Telephone support for our

We all value our indepen
dence, and Neighborly volun

help. Won’t you join our
Neighborly volunteers? There

Customer Service Department
(must have good telephone

teers are committed to helping

are a variety of opportunities
available. Your reward will be

voice)
• Clerical
• Group leader for a Men’s

the smiling faces of the people

ing services which help seniors

you help and knowing that you

• Activities assistant and
arts and crafts volunteer

essential service to home-

Neighborly Senior Services
continue its mission of provid

group at the Neighborly Palm
Day Center

include:
• Drivers to take clients to
medical appointments and

talent to help Pinellas County

and

has

members who work toward
the same common goal of

became one of the first

ciations, Hope VI, Urban

scape via state of the art

Petit,

ferences.

to gain greater experience in

L-R: Elder Martin Rainey, Dr. Gustave R. Victor and Jean Claude Petit

which allows the group the

Kirkland was a native of
St. Petersburg, and left the area

chairman.

11

If you are interested in vol

unteering for any of these posi

other volunteer opportunities,
please call Pat Hofstadter,
Neighborly Senior Services

I

are

located

within

Inc. Victor plans to work in

Jean

of

Claude

Director

powerful

harmony with others to
provide the leadership nec

to focus on preparing our

essary in helping to create
broader partnerships and

that lie ahead with the dig
ital divide and technologi

youth for the challenges

community.
Meet the new officers,
find out more about IMA,
IMA/HSD, they can be
reached at (727) 898-7315.

READ A NEWSPAPER
If You Have or Had a
Life Insurance Policy of $2000 or Less,
a Burial Policy, a Health Policy, or a
Similar Type of Insurance Policy From:
Equitable Life
Gulf Life
Home Beneficial Life
Home States Life

IndependentLife
Interstate Life
Knight’s Life
Life and Casualty Insurance Co.

National Life and Accident
and other insurance companies noW owned by

American General Life and Accident
You May Be Entitled To Valuable Benefits, including:

Volunteer Coordinator, at 573-,

9444, ext 291.

What Do Dwight Gooden & Hall Of
Famer Willie Stargell Have in Common?

• Lower Life Insurance Payments

• Free Additional Life Insurance
• in some instances, a Cash Payment.
These benefits are from the settlement of a lawsuit involving the
insurance companies and types of insurance policies described

above. You are not being sued. You may have important legal
rights under this settlement that may be affected and some of
which you must act on by August 24,2000.
To find out more about the settlement, these benefits, and your
legal rights, call: (Please have policy number available, ifpossible.)

1-800-681-4944
FOR TDD/TTY, CALL:
1-877-477-0959

or Write to:
Industrial Life Class Action Administration Center

At all 7-H's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N KARRY,

WINN-DIXIE & DISCOUNT AUTO Stores!

P.O. Box 1628

Minneapolis, MN 55440-1628
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Bethune-Cookman College How To Avoid
Receives $75,000 Gift From Telecommunications Fraud
Orange County---------------victimized by unscrupulous

through your local phone com

telemarketers.
Here are some of the

pany, by falsely claiming that

hottest scams, destined to
come to a telephone line near
you:
Slamming occurs when a

company changes your tele
phone service-usually long

distance without your permis
sion. Always check your

monthly telephone bill and
by E. Leon Jacobs, Jr., Florida
Public Service Commissioner
You’ve seen it on lhe news

and heard about it from your
friends and family. Still, tele
phone fraud costs consumers
an estimated $4 billion each

L-R: Lynn Thompson, Homer Hartage, Oswald P. Bronson, Sr., Wilbur

Gary and E. Dean Montgomery

DAYTONA BEACH -

son for allowing Orange

On Friday, June 30th, 2000,

County and the Orlando com
munity to share in what they

Orange County (Florida) pre
sented Dr. Oswald P. Bronson,
President of Bethune-Cook
man College with a check in
the amount of $75,000

from last year’s game to be
$22 million dollars. This

coined “The best African

increase is a direct result of the
72,000 people who now attend

American game in the nation.”

tins annual event.

The Florida Classic Football

It is important for the com

game is a joint venture
between Bethune-Cookman

munity to know that the Flori
da Classic is not an ordinary

pledge made at last year’s

College, located in Daytona
Beach, Florida and Florida
A&M University in Tallahas

event that provides an opportu
nity for two of the most influ

Florida Classic football game,

see, Florida.

towards academic scholar
ships at the institution. The
money is a fulfillment of a

football game but a cultural

bill which is a good reason to
look closely at each bill before

Go Fish: The city and the

property to increase the size of

Civitan Club of SL Petersbuig

you pay it. If you are
crammed, call your local tele

host the 52nd Annual Fish-athon for kids on Saturday, Aug.

Wildwood Park, and new
playground equipment, park

phone company or the compa
ny that assessed the charge (if

5th, behind (he Main Library

phone company. Let them
know you did not request ser

vice from your “new” phone
company and would like to be

attempt to charge consumers
for pay-per-call services by

switched to your original

constantly develop new and

company place a PC Freeze on

ever more sophisticated ways
to scam, cheat and defraud the

your account. This will prevent
changes from being made to

include a double-sized gymna

three new styles of men’s and

unsuspecting consumer -- so
much so that in November of
last year, President Clinton

ing for a so-called charity. If
you accept the call, you will be

sium, a large multi-purpose

women’s polo shirts, plus t-

launched the construction of a

your phone service without
your permission.
Cramming occurs when
charges for miscellaneous ser

Web site and an organization,

vices that you never agreed to

Project kNOw Fraud,” to
inform consumers on the

many dangers that come with

shirts, denim shirts and more.

puter and art lab, a game room
and a separate arts wing. Out
door improvements will
include buying additional

Ave. and Third SL Contact:

buy have been added to your

billed for it even if you are not
interested in the service or in
making a donation. If you are a
victim of collect call scams, the

City Gear is located down

phone bill. Some examples are
phone-related services such as

best defense is to say “no” or
“operator’ ’ in response to lhe

Youth
Neighborhood
Meeting

modem telecommunications
services. The fraud-fighting

voice mail, paging or personal

automated system. This denies

800 numbers. But you might

the collect call and prevents

future fraudulent charges.
If you have questions
about telecommunications

fraud, please contact the PSC

services!

Orange County community

through Ticketmaster.

and private agencies, in an
effort to help you avoid being

The

crammer

at 1-800-342-3552.

arranges to bill you, usually

declared lhe economic impact

Call For Nominations: Business
Sembler Names
Of
The
Year
Award
—
—
—
—
Manager For

General Manager for the Bay
Walk entertainment retail pro

ject in downtown SL Peters
burg.
The 160,000+ square foot

Manager for Venator Group.
Connolly received a B.A.
degree from Brigham Young
University in Provo, Utah.

pedestrian plaza surrounded
by shops, restaurants and a 20-

ted to the success of Bay Walk

lose about 10 cups of water
per day -- in the air we expire

and is poised to ensure the pro

from our lungs, perspiration,

screen Muvico theater.

ject meets the ambitious

and waste material? Because

Connolly will be responsi expectations of the project
ble for lhe facilities operation partners, City leaders and
and marketing endeavors of shoppers.

our bodies do not store water,
it is essential we replace it

America’s

only

gavel-to- year wilh interviews, debates

12noon at the Sanderlin Fami

rights as a citizen.

ly Service Center, located at
2335 22nd Avenue South for

those youth living within the
boundaries of the Highland

The Youth Neighborhood

Meeting is sponsored by High
land Oaks Planning Commit
tee, Highland Oaks Neighbor

are

nominations is September 8th,

increase the risk for dehydra
tion. Now Neighborly Senior

and dessert basket and are
modestly priced. “Besides

LARGO - The Adopt-AGrandchild program, spon

Services offers a choice -

being convenient,” Ms. Cole

sored by Gulf Coast Commu

Select Choice -- of packaged

man states, “the meals are a
balance of good taste and
nutrition.”

nity Care, in Pinellas County,

developing a close, loving

is looking for mature adults,

relationship with one child,

age 50 or over, to volunteer for

call Jane at 538-7460, exten

spending time with children
who need the special love and

sion 3192.

available at the Clearwater
Regional Chamber of Com
merce, 1130 Cleveland Street
or by fax request at (727) 4492889. For more information on
nominating a company, call

Oaks

The

hood Association, SL Peters

neighborhood boundaries are:
18th Ave. So. to 26th Ave?

burg Free Clinic and SEEDCd. Food and music will be

Murilla Way So. and 22nd SL
So. to 31st SL So. We are looking for young persons between

provided. Come voice your
opinion about what is going on
in your neighborhood.

Neighborhood.

Help A
Neighborly Senior Services Offers Child
Convenience and Good Nutrition Blossom

have successfully beaten the

tion, which is a frequent cause
of hospitalization for older

television newscast, presents tion 2000 specials later this

in their neighborhood and your

the Chamber at (727) 461-

you know that most people

nation’s sole one-hour evening will also provide other Elec-

day, Aug. 5th from 10am to

gory is announced to the pub
lic.

shopping center industry, The
Sembler Company is commit

Hour With Jim Lehrer, (he the conventions. The program

of age to discuss empower
ment, youth making changes

company and awards are pre
sented in three categories
based on annual revenues: up

Fall. The retail entertainment

tic Convention in Los Angeles to air during its regularly
(Aug. 14th- 17th). The News- scheduled local times during

Meeting for youth on Satur

Meeting in January 2001,
when the winner in each cate

puts you at risk for dehydra

time coverage from 8-11pm commentary. The NewsHour
each evening of the Democra- With Jim Lehrer will continue

There will be a Neighborhood

community involvement, and
the financial success of the

CLEARWATER - Did

presenting 3 hours of prime- with analysis, interviews and

the ages of 10 through 18 years

Finalists are invited to
attend the Chamber’s Annual

themed plaza set to open this

its comprehensive coverage of
PBS coverage, anchored
the Election 2000 process by by Lehrer, will be interspersed

PETERSBURG -

ST.

Thejudges select finalists
based on work ethic, integrity,

With more than a quarter

TAMPA - PBS continues Republican Conventions,

551-3000.

to $1 million, $1 to 5 million,
and $5 million and over.

century of expertise in the

PBS Convention
Coverage----------

town at the comer of Central

odds and have prospered in
their fields or endeavor.

Bay Walk is an open-air

complex will feature a central

31st, the city’s official city

room, kitchen facilities, a com

memberships and even dating

an Account Executive with the
Becker Group and a Regional

kids. The new center will

urday, July 29th and continues
through August 6th on its
clothing selections. Check out

Ave. S., at 11am. There will be
refreshments and activities for

sons, and other federal, state

nolly has been selected as

store also observes Florida’s
“tax free days” that began Sat

the call. Once the call is accept
ed the person typically hears a
recorded message offering
some type of service or solicit

Tickets for the Florida
Classic. 2000 are on sale

Prior to joining The Sem
bler Company, Connolly was

will break ground on the new
Wildwood Center, 2650 10th

lasted through Monday, July

have your local telephone

Central Florida’s business
community. In fact, the

Sembler Company is pleased
to announce that Jill A. Con

at City Gear for residents that

son who answers will accept

Postal Service, the American
Association of Retired Per

Bay Walk.

5874.
We Dig Wildwood: On
Monday, Aug. 7th, officials

fees from your bill and also

also find charges for other
types of services on your bill,
such as Internet access, club

ST. PETERSBURG-The

ed. (No personal fishing equip
ment allowed). Contact: 892-

age.
Unscrupulous companies

plan is being led by the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce Busi
ness of the Year Award. Each
year, the Chamber’s Business
Committee honors businesses,
in the Clearwater area, that

893-7441.
Tax-Free Shopping: In
addition to a 15 percent off sale

as “John,” hoping that lhe per

skills, says Lynn Thomson,
Bethune-Cookman College
Athletic Director.

ed for the£learwater Regional

cane poles and bait are provid

million project cost. Contact:

them remove any switching

was moved to Orlando. That
decision has been beneficial to
both institutions as well as

Bay Walk--------

ketball courts. State grant
money will help offset the $4.5

phone service provider. Have

Bowl stadium in Orlando,

nations are now being accept

on Lake Jorgensen, 37th Street
and 10th Avenue N., from 911am. The event is free, and

year, with more than half the
victims being over 50 years of

Two years ago, the Classic

CLEARWATER - Nomi

ing, sidewalks, restrooms,
landscaping and outdoor bas

masquerading as collect calls.
They use common names such

which was held at the Citrus

and Wilbur Gary, assistant to
tire chairman, expressed sincere appreciation to Dr. Bron-

appear on your bill just once,
or they might recur on every

known) and ask to have the
charges removed.
Collect Call Scams are
when fraudulent companies

read it carefully. If you are
slammed, call your local tele

ential Historical Black Col
leges to display their talent and

Florida.
Homer L. Hartage, vice
chairman for Orange County

you authorized the new ser
vices. These charges might

Nomination forms

0011, ext. 239. Deadline for

persons.
Unfortunately, cooking

frozen meals delivered to

and traveling to the grocery
store can be difficult for

your home. Select Choice
offers 18 entrees and is deliv

someone just out of the hospi

ered in packages of five or

For more information on
Select Choice, call 1-727-

seven meals that you can heat

573-1832.

six to eight glasses of water

tal. The high summer temper
atures make running errands

per day. Decreasing fluids

even more strenuous and

daily. It is important to drink

El

ease
pport
Our Paper
by
Supporting
Our
Advertisers

at your convenience. Meals
are accompanied by a bread

We Welcome Your Letters To the Editor
Send Your Letters to:
(Liu' lllccklu OTijallenger
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Pete, FL 33705

attention only a “grandparent”

can provide. If you have two to
four hours a week to spare in

sion 3019 or Beverly at exten

American Sunday
Plate Catering™
A service of
Atwater's Hospitality, Inc.

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG
Charter Review Commission
Public Hearing

gavel, on-the-air broadcast of and full election night coverboth the Democratic and age.

■kMSwfelll

DON SAYS, If
"GET MY Ij
MID PENINULA SEAFOOD GATOR!” K
MARKET i RBTAURANT
400 - 49th St South
St. Petersburg, FL
327-3309
32S-S3O9
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin'
WHERE THE LOCALS E3UY

APPETIZER ||

$3.99
I
FOR OVER 21YEAFS^

The City of St. Petersburg Charter Review Commission invites the
public to provide input on possible amendments to the City Charter.
0 Thursday, August 10,2000

6 p.m.
Council Chamber, City Hall
175 Fifth Street North
Notice is hereby given that all interested parties may appear at the meetings and be heard by the Charter
Review Commission with respect to the charter. Information regarding the issues being discussed by the
Charter Review Commission is available for public review in the public libraries, at City Hall in the Mall
(Tyrone Square Mall), and in the City Clerk’s Office, City Hall, 175 Fifth Street North. The public may
comment on charter issues other than those contained in the printed material. For additional information,
contact Jane K. Brown, City Clerk, (727) 893-7483.

If any person decides to appeal any decision by the Commission, he or she will need a record of the pro
ceedings and may need to ensure before the meeting occurs that a verbatim record of the proceedings is
made to collect the testimony and evidence upon which the appeal is to be based.

Office Parties
Reunions • Weddings

727-344-5415
727-438-8206 (pager)
727-344-4255 (fax)

"(We a jUemo/ty”
Support the New Dream
Economic Empowerment
Support "Your" Businesses
We serve you
with
Dignity & Respect
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ENTERTAINMENT
Magic Johnson Greets
Winners Of The Coca-Cola
ESsence SWeepstakes

4th Annual
Family Fun
Day
Festival

Nokia IVIakes Debut In Ethnic
Marketing

ST. PETERSBURG-The
NAACP of St. Petersburg,

Successes Unlimited Women

and Youth Business Center

and the Trinity Group of
Tampa Bay are proud to
announce this year’s Annual
Family Fun Day Festival. The
festival focuses on bringing

together city, business, resi

dents, educators, community
groups, social services, police

and churches to celebrate the

rich diversity of our communi
tyThe theme for this year’s

festival is: Back To Basics,
Educationally and Economi

NEW ORLEANS-Busi

The Coca-Cola Company and

ness mogul and former NBA

chairman, The Coca-Cola

basketball star Earvin “Magic”

Foundation, welcomes Magic
Johnson to the dinner. Joining

Johnson

was

the

special

celebrity guest at The CocaCola consumer sweepstakes

Ms. Jones are Caralene Robin

winners’ dinner held during

son, senior brand manager,
Coca-Cola classic, Coca-Cola

the Essence Music Festival in

North America and Philip

New Orleans. Ingrid Saunders

Polk, manager, national con

Jones, left, senior vice presi

dent, corporate external affairs,

sumer marketing programs,
Coca-Cola classic, Coca-Cola

North America. The CocaCola Company served as host
to 200 consumer winners from

approximately 28 cities during
the three-day celebration of
entertainment and cultural

enrichment For the past three
years, The Coca-Cola Compa

ny has been (he “presenting”
sponsor of the Essence Music
Festival.

Ed LeWis Elected To A&P's
Board Of Directors----------■

led its diversification and

expansion into television pro
duction, licensing, direct mail
marketing, and award winning
weekly syndicated television
program and a prime-time net
work special, The Essence
Awards, now in its 13th year.
The company also publishes
Latina magazine, the first bi
lingual lifestyle magazine to
exclusively address the inter

ests of the Hispanic women in

file United States.
Mr. Lewis is chairman of

TransAftica Forum and a
trustee of Tuskegee University.

He sits on the board of the
New York City Partnership,
the limes Square Business
Edward T. Lewis

NEW YORK - Edward

Jazz Committee of the Board

the food store giant.
Since founding the compa

forming Arts, Girls, Inc. and

and chairman and CEO of

Essence

ny 30 years ago, Mr. Lewis has

lisher of Essence magazine,

Communications,

of Lincoln Center for the Per
the Central Park Conservancy.

The Ritz Voices AuditionS
To Be Held--------------------JACKSONVILLE - The

Ritz Theatre and LaVilla

Deborah McDuffie, pro

concert with the River City
Big Band at the Ritz on Dec.

Museum introduces its newest

duction manager at the Ritz

16th. Other aspects of the pro

program, “The Ritz Voices.”

Theatre and producer of Ritz

gram include recording a CD,

Sponsored by Citibank, this

vocal workshops and semi

all-city chorus will be com

Amateur Night will serve as
Choral
Director.
Ms.

posed of the most talented

McDuffie has worked with

nars, celebrity guest vocalists
and a gospel/jazz heritage film

young people in Jacksonville,

celebrities such as Luther Van-

series.
Auditions for “The Ritz
Voices” will take place Aug.
21st-24th from 5-7pm at the

Child, Anointed, etc.

who will perform gospel, jazz

dross, Janet Jackson, James

and contemporary music. Tal

Ingram, Path Labelle, Peabo

ent, not age is the key factor in

Bryson, Al Green, Roberta
Flack, Howard Hewett and

the selection process.

In addition to the main

chorus, there will be smaller
specialized groups in the style
of Boyz 2 Men, Destiny’s

Wynton Marsalis.

Performances will take
place throughout the city, com
mencing with a joint holiday

IRVING, TX - Nokia

New Orleans during the 4th of

Phones and Vannessa Nick

African American communi

SL Petersbuig, in newspaper

made its presence known in

July holiday celebration.
During the press confer

son, fourth left, Community

Relations Manager, Nokia,

ties around the country.
The Fellowship Founda

clippings, photographs and
family histories. It will be a day

the African American commu
nity as a presenting sponsor of

of fellowship, unity, entertain

the 6th Annual Essence Music

ment, talent show, information,
free food and games.

Last year the event attract
ed over 2000 people. Adding
to the festivities this year will

be representatives from local

area organizations sharing
information: St. Petersbuig

Housing Authority, PinellasWORKS!, NAACP, Time
Warner, City of SL Petersbuig,

Ritz Theatre which is located
at 829 N. Davis Street. An
audition registration form may

Festival, a 3-day extravaganza
of music, entertainment and

cultural enrichment held in

Inc. presented a check to the
Fellowship Foundation of

tion helps young males instill

Channel and Segmentation

New Orleans to demonstrate
Nokia’s commitment to estab-

and leadership skills while pro
moting cultural, historical and

Marketing, Nokia Mobile

fishing viable partnerships in

spiritual development

ence to kick-off the Essence
Music Festival, Lewis Cun
ningham, second left, director,

by Anna Fuson
“No limits is the biggest

and find its niche among the

freedom in having a show on
cable,” says Felicia D. Hender

sion entertainment choices.
Inspired by the $43 million
dollar grossing hit film of the

“Soul Food,” the new onehour family drama which

same title, “Soul Food” fol

Southside Entertainment to

debuted this summer on
Showtime Networks and airs
every Wednesday night at
10pm ETPT. “The show is
first and foremost honest and
depicts the black family in a
way we have never..seen
before. I hope not only black
people, but all people will
relate to the issues we’re bring
ing to the screen because all

Tee Lassiter in St Petersbuig

at (727) 798-8702 or Deborah
Hill at (727) 867-2798.

We
Welcome
Your
Letters
To the
Editor

lows the triumphs, straggles
and rivalries of an AfricanAmerican family living in
Chicago and deals with rela
tionships across the boardfrom parent-child to manwoman to man to man rela
tionships.
The show airs Wednesday
nights at 10pm ETPT on
Showtime and everyone

families in America face
them.” Some of those issues
include sibling rivalry, divorce,

involved agrees that it enter
tains and uplifts audiences
with its realistic depiction of
this black family—delving into

sex, balancing career with per

the interworkings of their fives

sonal commitments and main

as they face true to fife issues

taining monogamous love

of love, sexuality, mortality

relationships.
Showtime has

and commitment.

already

guaranteed “Soul Food” a full

For a great late night snack,
tune into “Soul Food”

season to build an audience

Wednesday nights at 10pm on

OAK BROOK, IL- Call
ing all parents! Does your
child have what it takes to

become the next young per
forming sensation? If so,

McDonald’s and file national

Kids Talent Search.
Contestants will be judged

At The Apollo^
Talented tikes between the

on their talent, originality,
showmanship and stage pres

ages of 5 and 12 can pick up an

ence. Three winners will be
selected from the national

ly-syndicated television pro . entries and 12 will be crowned
gram It’s Showtime At The from local competitions. All 15
Apollo welcome them to take winners will receive a grand

center stage and show their
stuff as entries are now being

prize trip to New York City
where they will have an oppor

accepted for the 3rd annual

tunity to perform their “win

McDonald’s Presents: “It’s
Showtime At The Apollo”

ning act” on the Apollo Kids
segment of the It’s Showtime

entry form at McDonald’s
restaurants in the participating

cities or in June issues of BET
Weekend and Family Digest
magazines. Entry forms and
complete rules are also avail
able at www.mcdonalds.com.

For additional details on the

Talent Search, parents can call
887/443-4050. Winners will
be announced in October.

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER
2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS
$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

be requested by calling 6325555.
Name

her will be Jagged Edge and

Phone

Address.
City____

State

Zip Code

ing to the older fan with her

Blige’s music has been

soul sensibility while main
taining youthful credibility

described as a soulful blend of

Duo or Group. Blige’s latest

Due to the rising cost of printing,

release, 1999’s Mary, has been

with her hip-hop savvy. Blige

hip-hop, truth and love. Her
debut album, 1992’s What the

Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year-$18.00

brings all this and more to the

411?, firmly placed Blige on

praise.

Ice Palace in Tampa on

the Hip-Hop map in the eyes

Tickets for this event are

16th at

of many. Blige has produced

on sale at the Ice Palace and all

7:30pm. Also appearing with

many hot hits, earning a Gram-

Ticketmaster outlets.

Wednesday, Aug.

Avant.

met with critical acclaim and

Candidates Seminar, Sat., 8-5
Poynter Institute for Media Studies
801 - 3rd St. S., Call 896-5197 for info
Father & Kids Day at Bucs Training Camp
Tues., 8-8, Pepin Rood Stadium

my nomination for Best R&B
Album and a Grammy award
for Best Rap Performance by a

became a pop diva by appeal

Front Row (L-R): Aaron Meeks, Vanessa
Williams and Malinda Williams
Second Row (L-R): Nicole Ari Parker, Boris
Kodjoe, Rockmond Dunbar and Darrin
Dewitt Henson

National Talent Search Seeks
’’Small Fries” With Talent

Mary J. Blige, Jagged Edge,
Avant Coming To Bay Area
TAMPA - Mary J. Blige

ft

multitude of night-time televi

son, co-executive producer of

name a few.
Campbell Park Recreation
Center is located at 601 14th
Street South in SL Petersburg.
For more information, contact

positive self-images, attitudes

Showtime’s ’’Soul Food

Pinellas Workforce Board,
Landex Corporation and

Improvement Distinct, the

Inc. (ECI), has been elected to
lhe board of directors of A&P,

Lewis, the cotbunder and pub

cally. Come see the history of

"Back-To-School Day" Event
Wed., 8-9,11am. Receive Free backpacks,
notebooks, pens, rulers & other school
supplies. Contact Phyllis Sterner, 525-4789

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.
Wildwood Rec. Ctr. Groundbreaking
Ceremony, Monday, 8-7,11am,
2650 - 10th Ave. S.

Gibbs Alumni Picnic, Sat., 8-5
11am-epm, Maximo Park

6 Months - $9.00

Make checks payable to:

JHei'klu (Ctjailenger

For more information about Community
Billboard, call us at (727) 896-2922
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Congress Of National Black Bethel Metropolitan
Churches Awarded Grant
Baptist Church——
From HUD------------------------The Official Board, minis
terial staff and church family

invite you to worship with us
during the 8 and 11am services
and Church School at 9:30am.
The Ordinance of Holy Com

WASHINGTON, DG The Congress of National
Black Churches (CNBC) is
the recent recipient of a
$494,000 technical assistance

ment (HUD).
The grant was awarded
under HUD’s Community
Development Technical Assis

tance Program’s Super Notice
of Fund Availability (Super-

Development program. This

the
HUD
Management
Reform Plan to empower peo

program was developed out of
CNBC’s Church Rebuilding

ple to take the initiative in

and Arson Initiative effort
which restored burned church
es in the south and promoted
ecumenical and multi-racial

improving their communities.
The competition for binding

grant from the Department of
Housing and Urban Develop

NOFA). SuperNOFAis part of

was very intense.
CNBC’s on-going partner
ship wilh Bank of America
was one of (he major factors
that helped the organization

receive the grant
The firnds will be used as

inclusiveness, lhe grant will
enable CNBC to provide tech
nical assistance to member
Church affiliates in South Car
olina, Texas, Tennessee, Mis

souri, and Indiana.

part of CNBC’s Community

Spiritual Poems Sought
LINDEN, NJ - A $1,000
grand prize is being offered in
a special religious poetry con-

. test sponsored by New Jersey
Rainbow Poets, free to every

only of 21 lines or less: Free
Poetry Contest, PMB70, 103

is a spiritual inference. A typi

N. Wood Ave., Linden, NJ
07036. Or enter on-line www.

cal poem might be a love

ffeecontest.com.

one. There are 28 prizes in all

The deadline for entering

tptaljng pygr $3,000.
To’ enter, send one poem

js. Aug. 24th, 2000. Poems
may be written on'ahy subject

PEACEFUL ZION M B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St, Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev FG Jackson. Pastor
(813) 822-2455
Ihurch School
9’30am
Wednesday Youth
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.
Rehearsal.............. 5:30 p.m.
BT.U................................ 5:00p.m.Thursday Player & Church
E.emrg Worship
0 00 pm
School Study......... 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Bible Class...................... 7:30p.m.Choir Rehearsal....11:00 a.m.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838
The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

the Pleasant Grove Church

family invite you to worship

Home Mission will meet; Sis

and Ihe Blessed Hope M.B.

with them on Sunday, Aug.

ter Gladys D. Newton, Presi

is a spiritually exciting study
for the learner.

6th. The Angelic Choir will

dent
Deacons and Trustees will

Church.
The Annual Youth Day

The Youth Ministry is get

Board No. One will serve in
the 7am Early Morning Wor

render song service and Usher

meet Thursday, Aug. 3rd at
8pm.
Monthly Business Meet

saries of Pastor Louis Rentz

will be held on Sunday, Aug.

27th. Our prayers go out to
Deacon and Sister Philip

tered during the 11am service.

Aug. 24th-26th, 7-9pm. Bold

begins at 9:30am with Super
intendent, Deacon Philip

The Praise Team, Concord

young guest ministers nightly.

Carter presiding. Mid-mom-

Choir and No. One Usher

Join us and Jam for Christ For

ing

Board will serve. Our mid
week Bible Study (NBC) and

additional information, call the

10:50am. Choir No. One will

services.
Pastor Gordon is request

church office.

render song service and Usher

ing Choir and Usher Board

Board No. One will serve.
Holy Communion will be

No. Two to accompany him to

mocked; for whatsoever a man
soweth, that shall he also

Lakeland on Sunday, Aug.

reap.” Galatians 6:7

ting ready for a most exciting

August Calendar

Aug. 16th, P.U.S.H. (Pray

enrichment of the entire fami
ly. The August study is on
“Stewardship” taught by Dea

7pm.

con Alfred Williams. Trans

Anniversary.

Until Something Happens),
Aug. 20th, Nurses Guild

portation is available; just call

Aug. 24th-26th, Youth

the church office (327-0554) if

Explosion 2000 JAM (Just

you have a need.
Our Noon Day Bible

Jesus and Me), 7-9pm.

Study is just lhe thing for those
who have the time or need for

Aug. 27th, Youth Ushers
Salad Tea; Sanctuary Choir

Anniversary.

some mid-day refueling. Ihe

Mt. Zion AME

ship Service. Sunday School

worship

begins

at

4th at 7:30pm. Please see
church ad for all other special

LaGloria Johnson in their

The official staff and mem

narians Association, where he

bers of the Mt Pilgrim M.B.

previously served as first vicepresident. He is a member of

you a cordial invitation to wor
ship with us this coming Sun

the Ohio Baptist Ministers

day, Aug. 6th, at our 11am

Conference, the Progressive
Baptist Convention, New York

worship service.
Our invited guest speaker

State Progressive Baptist Min
isters Conference as well as

will be the Rev. William W.

Senior Evangelistic Minister in

4pm with Sis. Bobbie Tampa,

chaige of the DECCAHEPTA

invited to crime out on Sunday
and enjoy a day of worship
and praises.'

member of New Hope Baptist
Church, being our speaker.

York. Rev. Johnson is a
teacher, evangelist and pastor.

Ministries, Inc.

Members are asked to

As we continue to serve
and worship the Lord, we wilt

attend our church conference
and board meeting at which

He will be visiting with us
from the Bethany Baptist

We invite you to come and
hear what thus saith the Lord,
and join us in lifting up the

join, with the Progressive
Usher Board of Mt Zion as

time issues of importance will
be discussed. This will happen
Aug. 7th at 8pm.

Church in Syracuse, New
York.

name of our Lord and Saviour
Jesus Christ. Come and hear

Rev. Johnson is a member
of the National Blacv Semi

the Rev. William W. Johnson
of Lansing, New York.

Members and friends are

celebrate their

14th

Sister

Amos Works,

Mt. Pilgrim
Missionary Baptist
Church would like to extend to

Carter, Brother and Sister

ing will be held Friday, Aug.

Johnson of Lansing, New

anniversary'on Aug. 20th at

and

bereavement
Thought for the Week: “Be
not deceived; God is not

The Lord
looks down
from
Hooven,
He sees all
the Sons
of Men..,.
- Psalm 33
The Family
That Prays
Together'
Stays
Together

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

poem, or nature poem, one that
inspires. All entrants will
receive a winner’s list

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

First Baptist Institutional Church

PHONE: 896-6722

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Rev; Manuel L. Sykes
Services

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

Sunday SCHOOL - 9:30

Sunday School .... ............. 8:45 a.m.
Worship Service ................. 10 a.m

a.m.

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Prayer Services . ...Wed., 6:30 p.m
Bible Study........ . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Come Worship With
the

First Baptist Family

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

1301 - 37th Street 5outh, St. Petersburg,. FL

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Schedule of Services
Church School............................................... <. . .9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship...................................... .1. .. .11 a.m.

WWjjfof

■■

Baptist Training Union.............................. \ . . . .5 p.m.
Evening Worship..........................................

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

present study is focusing on
Jesus’ journey to the cross,
from Genesis to Revelation. It

event - Youth Explosion 2000
Jam! (Just Jesus And Me),

they

using any style, as long as there

13th to celebrate the anniver

administered in both services.
Also, at 3:30pm, the General

Pastor Joseph Gordon and

munion will be observed at
both services. The Ordinance
of Baptism will be adminis

Prayer Service at 7pm are
designed for the spiritual

L-R: Cardell Cooper, Sullivan Robinson and Father Joseph Hacala

Pleasant Grove M.B.

jfSMi

. .6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
g
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting
Thursday.......................................................................... 7 p.m.

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Rev Brian K. Brown

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

“One week from church makes one weak/9

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday

Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday

Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church
4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School..........................'........................................... 9:30 a.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Sunday Service* Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

Morning Worship.............................................................. 11 ;00 a.m.

Prayer Meeting / Bible Study Wednesday.............. 6:30 p.m.

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

Pieaiani tyioue Mi&Mwuvuf. fcaptttt Gltu/udt
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

uic

£T£ _Zo(7£

Early Morning Worship........................................................ ....7:00 a m
Sunday School.......................................................................... ^ 9-30 a m

(Kiang ti. Jibuti

327-0997

Morning Worship............................................................. 1’..’10:50 am

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

FRIDAY
Early Morning Worship 7:30ja.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

PRAYER TIMES

Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • A(l Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.

RADIO BROADCAST

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Live Broadcast WRXBuEvery Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

V

A

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

Wednesdays..................................................................

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

REV. CLARENCE WILLIAMS, PASTOR
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Communion........................................................ 7:00 a.m’ & i 1:00£m

p m

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM.................... PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES
9:00 AM..................................... CHURCH SCHOOL.....................
5:00 EM............................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER . .

SUNDAY
SUNDAY

TUESDAY

7:00 PM............................................ BIBLE STUDY........................

TUESDAY

6:00 PM..................................... PRAYER SERVICES

TUESDAY

.....................

7:30 PM............................. MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT"

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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Moore’s Ghapel New Philadelphia
A.M.E. Churchy Community Church

St. John M.B. Traveler’s Rest
Church
Missionary Baptist
2pm on the parking lot of the
church. Members are encour

God is preached! We extend a

aged to please support and par

warm and cordial welcome to

ticipate. Contact members of

cess both spiritually and finan
cially.

all who will worship with us
on Sunday, Aug. 6th. Sunday

District No. 2 for items that

Reverend Marcus Burke

inar will be held Friday, Aug.
18th and Saturday, Aug. 19th;

being

enhance them mentally and

mid-week study will look at

in their services this 1st Sun
day in August (the 6th) during

Rev. Ira Whitson, Chairperson.

emotionally. This revival effort

the “gift” itself; the specific

are

will also take place in a “nontraditional” setting.

way in which it is used and, the

Wednesdays at 6pm.

Speakers for revival will

follow a format which allows

gifts are sovereignly chosen by
the spirit completely apart

youth to speak first An adult

from personal merit. The New

speaker will consummate lhe

Testament books of Romans

revival worship, experience

and I Corinthians will be pri
mary scriptures of reference.

and Moore’s Chapel Church

this month-long observance is

held

to

spiritually

spirit will be subject of discus
sion for coming weeks. This

Services/Meetings/

during both services. Holy

Rehearsals:

ister Betty Andrews; Youth

tered by Pastor Burke, assisted
by the Assistant5 Pastors and

Wednesday, 12noon.

the Stewardesses'. Music will

vice, Wednesday, 7pm.

with a message of challenge,

Youth Choir (ages 5-12)
Rehearsal, Tuesdays, 5:30pm.

information, and inspiration to

Bible Study

Wednesday at 7pm following

Inspirational Dance Group

all worshippers. Services will
commence promptly follow

Saturday, Aug. 5th, 910am, Men’s Ministry Meet
ing; Deaconess Meeting,

accompanied by _ Minister of
Music Michael Melvin. The

Rehearsal, Wednesdays, 6:30.

10am; Usher Board Nc. One

usher board twill serve. For
transportation to church,

Rehearsal, Tuesdays, 7pm.

Choir
Rehearsal, Thursdays before
the 1st and 2nd Sundays.

Sylvester Robinson, Pastor of
The New First Union M.B.

Rev. Walter J. Williams, Pas-

Church, Tampa.

which will be held Aug. 9th-

Friday, Aug. 4th, Yruth
Revival, 7pm.

Bible Study/Prayer Ser

Board No. One will serve as

revival, Aug. 7th-llth, 2000.
Workshop begins at 6:45pm;

J.L. and J.E. Williams, Over
seers.

Revival, 7pm.

Noon Day Prayer Service,

minister to us in songs, Usher

begins at 7:45pm. Evangelist
for the week will be Rev.

>\1I Nations

Communion will be adminis

meetings

Planning

be provided by the Inspira
tional Choir directed and

water, Florida invites you to
worship with them in their

Meeting, 5pm.
Wednesday, Aug.

9th,

Inspirational

Youth Explosion 2000
Revival Services will be held

7pm, Prayer and Praise led by

Youth Ministry and Bible

Macon, 328-0022; Bro. Willie

on Aug. 3rd and 4th, at 7pm.

Study, 7:30-8:30pm with Pas

F. Bryant, 894*6067;, Bro.

Mass Choir Rehearsal,

Our guest evangelist is Rev.
Deveraux Hubbard, Pastor of

tor Browne, Bible instructor.
If you are seeking a church

Robert Golden, 867-0156; and

Tuesdays before the 1st and

Bro. Mose Bell, 867-0601, by

2nd Sundays.

Saint Paul Baptist Church in

9pm Saturday evenings.

Peoria, Illinois. The entire

home, we offer Travelers’ Rest
to you! If you need transporta

Male Chorus Rehearsal,
Thursdays before the 3rd and

community is encouraged to

tion to church, please contact

please come out and be
blessed by the Word of God.

Brother Irimer Brooks or the
church (822-4869) by noon on

You don’t want to miss this

Saturday.
See you in church on Sun

experience!
District No. 2 members
will sponsor a yard sale on Sat

Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Masj id A l-M u min i n

Parents are asked to have their
children present and on time.

day after the 1st Sunday, 6pm.

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERpENOMINATIONAL

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg.

FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

WMS Meeting, Wednes

READING ISVITAMINS
FOR THE MIND

F
E
L
L

Qur’anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.

Except God-build the
house they-labor in
vain that build if.

Ps. 127:1

*
GRACE

SERVICE
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

4th Sundays.

Mose Phillip Bell in chaige.

For transportation, please con
tact the Transportation Com-

day!

GRACE

Islamic Services

Church School will begin
at 9:30am with Superintendent

YPD Meeting, 3rd Sunday
at 4pm.

is

held on

ordination class.

ing Wisdom School instruc

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Bible Class...............9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship.................. 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..................... 5:00 p.m. Monday Evening Bible Class . ..............7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 36th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
IAS
'’A.-;--': (727) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/

CENTER

O
W
S
H
I
P

spiritual results. All spiritual

African Freedom Singers

please contact the Transporta
tion Ministry: Bro. Anthony

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

for public school and college,

Reverend Burke will preach

munion will be served.

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

The “Kingdom of God” is
continuing concern of Bible
Study. Kingdom gifts of the

please come out and join tills
ministry. Our instructor is Min

Workshop Instructor. Revival

St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study

Phone

(813) 328-9412

1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Pastor Leonard Wilson Phone: 536-1890
St. Join M issionazy Baptist Ckuzdk
l$00 N. Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516

Travelers Rest

Ckurck Pkone: 443-1945

Missionary Baptist Church

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.

"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

Sunday School........................ ................9:30 a.m.

Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Pl eming Tarvez, Panto z
Sunday Services
Sunday Sck ool ......................................................... . ............ .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .....................................................................................
.11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ................ ................................................. ... . . . .5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship........................................................................ ...
.6:00 p.m.
Weeldy Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

Rev. Donald
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

SATURDAYS

10th Street Church Of God

Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 art

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Sunset
WEDNESDAY

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

LEWIS W. EDWARDS
M.A., M.DIV., D. Min.

ft

Pastor-Counselor

w
wr

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Sunday School..................................... ........................... 9:30 a m.
Morning Worship ........................................... ...
.11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study .............................................. ..
.7:15 p.fri.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) .... .6:00 p.m.

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Greater Gt. Paul
Missioharg Baptist Church

Morning Worship

............... ..

Evening Worship

9:30 a.m.

11:00 a.m.
... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. *10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and. Youth)

__ ____ _—We welcome you at all times.

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School . ............. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ..... .11:00 a.m.
The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist

n

Also offering free lunch, day care,
after school care, private school.

Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 3371,2
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00
a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
<{To God Be The Glory?’

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School ..... ................. ..

is

study of God’s Scriptures,

Pennsylvania Avenue, Gear-

Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South

throughout month of August
As children and youth prepare

background

Colossians 1:15-28.

or family member. Morning

doorkeepers, and Pastor
Browne will deliver the Min
istry of the Word. Holy Com

Taleem - 12:00 p.m.

Revival”

day School and bring a friend

tor, New Mt. Zion M.B.
Church, Tampa, will be our

lV/7/z Allah's

“Youth

both 8 and 11am services.

Revival! Revival! The SL
John M.B. Church, 1500

the 5th Annual Conference,

Scripture

during

son is “Supremacy of Christ”

you are looking for an indepth

Rev. Walter J. Williams

is, “Pressing Toward the
Upward Goal,” (Phil. 3:13-14)

be held Friday, Aug. 11th at

proclamation and exhortation

7:30pm.
The Women Growth Sem

family welcome you to share

Thursday, Aug. 3rd, Mid-

reports are due in the secre
tary’s office by Aug. 4th.
Quarterly Conference will

tion. Subject for Sunday’s les

encourages all to attend Sun

devotion, lhe Mass Choir will

this world of trouble. The All

you will donate.
Weekly Activities:

Conference

The re-commitment of
young people will be focus of

Day Bible Study at 11am. If

conesses will lead morning

Nations Church Of God By
Faith is inviting you to attend

one that helped to make their
Family and Friends Day a suc

mittee.
Quarterly

Sister Yvonne Demps, super
intendent of Sunday School,

Our Deacons and Dea

13th. Theme for the occasion

Director and Young People’s
Department appreciate every

urday, Aug. 5th from 9am to

of attraction, and the word of

Worship service begins at
11am.

O come and be blessed in

Reverend Brake, the YPD

Welcome to Travelers’
Rest where Christ is the center

School will begin at 9:30am.

15

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship........................................ . . .7:45 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................... 9:15 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ..................................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . .. ............................... 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship ............. .. .Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service........... Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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£. err £>

HZ Zar
20th Street Church
Of Christ Holds
State Singles
Seminar---------------

strength, a very present help in

ary Baptist Church under the
leadership of Pastor John A.

trouble. Therefore will not we
fear, though the earth be

Evans, Sr. welcomes you to

our Sunday worship services

removed, and though the
mountains be carried into the

Sunday, Aug. 6th and to all

midst of We sea.” Psalms 46:1-

church-related activities and

2
Weekly Events:

Beginning at 8am, the

Thursday, Aug. 10th, 7-

Deacons Ministry will lead in

8:45pm, Prayer/Praise Ser

Devotion Prayer/Praise Ser

vices

vices, The Voices of Friend
ship (all choirs) will be in

7:45pm, Youth Enrichment

tion for the State Singles Sem

inar. There were plenty single
Christian sisters and brothers
socializing among each other.

to right are: Sis. Rhynet Chat
man from Jacksonville and
Bro. Corel L. Glover from
Hollywood, Florida, who were
the guest speakers at the semi
nar.

Study;

charge of the song services, the

No. One Ushers will greet you

6:30pm, Youth Ushers Min

and Pastor Evans will preach

istry Meeting.
Wednesday, Aug. 16th,

Church School is held at
L-R: Rhynet Chatman and Corel L. Glover

Bible

and

Hour.
Tuesday,

the Divine Word of God.
9:30am, and a second service
is held at 10:45am, opening

15th,

Aug.

12noon, Noonday Bible
Study; also, each Wednesday

from 12noon to 2pm, the

with the Minister of Music and

Bread of Life Ministry serving

Praise Team.
A Refuge and Strength:

lunch to all needy in the com
munity.

“God is our refuge and

vest” service at 7:30pm. Bring

Prophecy.” Tuesday is a spe

an ear of com to the service.

cial “Word Explosion” at
7:30pm.

OmniEvents will present a
Spiritual Variety show to help
raise funds for at-risk youths. It

Pastor Glenn is going to agree
in prayer with you for your
harvest. God will use the sim
plest things to confound lhe
wise. It’s your time, it’s your
season!

Don’t forget to pick up
Pastor Glenn’s album entitled,
‘Count It All Joy!” now avail

able on www.amazon.com if

Don’t forget to tune in

you’d like to sample it and
order it through the Internet.

every Sunday morning to

See you at Breakthrough,

WRXB 1590 AM at our new
time slot, 9:30-10am and to

1940 49th Street South, St.

WTAN 1340 AM from 4:305pm as Pastor Glenn ministers

live on the air.
You’re cordially invited to

Pete, FL 33707. Call us at
(727)
321-4986/888-447PRAY or fax us at (727) 3213937. Come as you are-no
dress code!

Church Services

8:00 a.m.................. ..

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor
3rd century

321-3545

1

3037 Fairfield Avenue

St. Petersburg, FL

Early Morning Worship....................... 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School............................. .

9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship......... ...... ............ ....11:00 a.m.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH
id

2737 S&cttA
St. 'PetenaffrCKf,
33772
(727) %2 7-5444

Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Morning Worship
Bible Study (Monday)

Daily Prayer (M-F)

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward
iff

Sunday School.............................................................. 9:30

■ i

Morning Worship.........................................................11:00

Youth Bible Study........................................................ Wed.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend”

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

Friendship

Gospel Dancers and more!
The proceeds will be

esteem and how to effectively

show their strengths and gifts.

donated to Everyone’s Youth

>The Family That Prays
together Stays Together

Antioch Church
Ph #866-3842
4601 34th Street South

(Howard Johnson's)

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

Saint Mark
African Methodist Episcopal Church

Sunday- Church School,
Sunday- Worship Service,
Tuesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm

Spiritual Counseling

Wednesday- Prayer Meeting

& Bible Study,

7:00pm- Until
Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
Saturday- Young Men's.Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

9:00am- 10:00am

................... Wed.

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue Soutk • St. Pete rpLurg, Florida 33712
(727) 327-8560

9:00 AM..................................................... ......................... Prayer Time
9:30 AM............................................................................Sunday Sckool
11:00 AM........................................ .............................. .......... Worskip
12:30 PM..................................................... After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

and a Christian community for everyone

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Morning Worship...........................
8:00 a.m.
Sunday School.................................................................... 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.............................................. 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed....................... 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

ffietu jjjlljtla&elpljta: (ttattmtumty (Churclj
The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Finance Ministry........................................................................................................................... James Robinson

Children & Youth Ministry..................................................................................................... joyce Robinson

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

am

6:30
7:00

2232 62nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Deacon Ministry.......................................................... ............................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL
(7271 J21-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Tax (727) 321-1937

am

pm
pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Lcng, Pas

African Methodist
Episcopal Church

3300 - 31st Street South

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"
j

PKAYLK 10MINU1IS

1

BLFORL LVLRY St RVICL

■

"Power Breakthrough Servitc"

jj

"A Night of Piophny"
TUESDAY & THURSDAY
"Wt )KD LXPl ( 3b 1C )N" - 7:1(1 PM

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Sunday Worship

Pastor John A. Evans

.............. .................. ................10:30 a.m.

Sunday School .............................................. ............... 9:00 a.m.

CHURCH SERVICES

Prayer Service/Bible Study

Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship

Junior Church Fellowship .............. ..

Sunday School 9:30 AM

Tutoring ................................... Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

strengths and weaknesses. The
youths work on building self

jjpPE MINISTRY.DYNAMIC PRAISF * WORSHIP

Missionary Baptist

Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

includes an assessment of

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

Sunday Morning Services

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

artists, Mass Choirs, Mimes,
Magicians,
Comedians,

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

7:00 p.m.
i..;

ing youths with positive pro
grams and activities, which

Clerk Ministry...................................................................................................................................Wyvonnia McGefe

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

6:30 p.m.

Showtime is at 3pm. The show
will include major recording

"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

Place Yditr
Church
Advertisement
Here.

11:15 a.m.

Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

9:30 a.m.

Sunday School

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

E.Y.U. goals consist of provid

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

7:00 PM

.Worship Service

Moore's Chapel
AME Church

water, Florida. On both days,

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Wednesday Bible Study

.Morning Service

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

creed, or rel igious background.

1:00 PM

. ..;... . ...................... B.T.U.

5:00 p.m.

405 Cleveland Street, Clear

ing all youth regardless of race,

Sunday School.......................................... 10:00 AM
Morning Worship.................................... 11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
......................................................... Tuesday 7:30 PM

Dr. Mark Thompson, Minister

9:45 a.m......................... .. .Sunday School

11:00 a.m...............

E.Y.U. is dedicated to servic

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School... .... .
... .. ...........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.................. . . . . ............. .11 a.m.
Night Worship ........ ............. .. . . . . . . . . 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class . . . . . .............. 8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting . ,.............. ..
8 p.m.
Friday Tarry Service .......................................
8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School........................ . . .. .11 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship Service

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

lenges facing at-risk children.

will be held at the Royalty
Theatre, which is located at

All Nations Church of God By Faith

(worshiping in the St. Matthew's Episcopal
Church Building)

First.
Mt.
Zion
Missionary Baptist Church

vices and to meet the chal

join us at 1 lam for our ‘Tower

(727) 542-7599

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

leadership role with communi
ty-based programs and ser

7:30pm for a “Night of

St. Petersburg, FL 33705

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School.............................................. 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship........ ................................ 11:30 a.m.
YPWW.........................................
6:00 P.m.
Evening Worship................................................... 7:30p.m.

13th,

August

738 Pinellas Point Drive South

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor

United, Inc. E.Y.U. envisions a

Breakthrough Service” and

"The International ChUrch of Jesus Christ"

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

and

12th

On

-

Join us tonight (Thursday)
for an “It’s Time For Your Har

Shown in the above photo, left

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood

FL

MANGO,

The Friendship Mission

events during the week.

The 20th Street Church of
Christ was the host congrega

Breakthrough Spiritual Variety
Christian
ShoW------ ------Center ---------

Friendship
Missionary
Baptist

The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

................... Tues. 7:00 p.m.
.Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

Welcome... This church opens wide the doorand in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
Transportation Is Available

RADIO MINISTRY
WRXB-1590 AM Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
I
YVTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM
COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE
jj "A Place of Healing and Restoration"

i
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Dr. Scruggs
Helping Many
To Succeed —

Nine Black Candidates
Two other lesser known
Tampa candidates in the race

are Republican David Weeks
and Kim Coljohn, who regis
tered with no party affiliation.
Jamerson is running on
his record of familiarity with

Dr. Scruggs

Frank

Scruggs,

computer

instructor, is one of a few life
long volunteers at the James B.

Sanderlin Family Service Cen

ter, located at 2335 22nd
Avenue South. During a brief

charge to the community,

some years ago. This training
has helped many people obtain

high paying positions at vari
ous companies. The computer
classes are also a tool of brush
ing up on their computer skills.

interview with Dr. Scruggs, he

Dr. Scruggs expressed his deep

stated, “I know the importance
of technology in today’s fast

interest and commitment to

paced environment. I wish to

adults, and plans to continue
volunteering his invaluable

share my knowledge and help
others advance in their chosen

careers.”
Dr. Scruggs started teach

working with both youth and

services to the Sanderlin Cen
ter for many more years to

come.

ing computer classes free of

St. Pete NBNA

from pg. 1

tional programs in health pro
motion for African American

events around the city. Awards
and Scholarship awards will

males, child and adolescent

be made throughout the con
ference. The annual NBNA
Community Health Fair and

health, breast cancer, women’s
health, prostate cancer, cardio

bureaucrat. Bradley has the ear
of Gov. Jeb Bush and says he

69 percent of the vote to defeat

to affect public policy.
Ihe National Black Nurs
es Association represents

featuring

from

150,000 African American

schools of nursing, pharma

Nurses from the USA, Eastern
Caribbean and Africa, with 80

vendors

ceutical, telecommunications,
publications and equipment
industries, hospitals and health

systems, managed care organi
zations and insurance compa
nies; and a host of networking
and corporate sponsorship

events.
Attendees will earn contin
uing education units for their
participation in the week’s
educational component. The
schedule provides time for net
working and attending social

chartered chapters nationwide.

The NBNA mission is to pro
vide a forum for collective

Clearwater City
Officials
from pg. 1

North Greenwood resi
dents can rest assured drat he

2001/2002.
It appears there will be no

will follow through on the
planned new recreational and

Home’s leadership style - he

aquatic center and new branch

plans to deliver a straight line...

“roundabouts” with regards to

library, due for completion in

The Million Family March

demanding

an

immediate

is a call for one million men to
retake their vows of marriage

executive order from U.S.
President Bill Clinton ending
the practice of racial profiling

and family responsibility and
for 10,000 new couples to wed

and stronger laws against

and strengthen family ties.

based oiganizations, neighbor
hood associations, and com

because of the association with

She said Tuesday that she

Legal and accounting experts
will provide advice on the

white candidates Carol Cook

the state’s chief executive.

can only promote her judicial

and Peter Nehr. And, St. Pe

munity resident groups, which
are located within the Front

nar series, and serving as hosts
for another important resident

Miller, too, champions his leg

accomplishments in the cam

proper way for non-profit
oiganizations to function. Ter-

tersbuig activist Dwight “Chi

Porch

Community

islative experience. The five

paign against opponent Robert

boundaries: 5th Ave. So. - 18th

rey Bradley of Bradley and
Associates will facilitate the

training. We are particularly
proud to offer this training

will square off in the Sept. 5

“Bo” Michael, a St. Petersburg

murenga” Waller is seeking an
at-laige seat, facing white chal

Ave. So. and M. L. King St

participants in role-playing on

primary. If the results are close,

attorney.

lengers Kenneth Fullerton and

So. - 28th St. So.). Staff mem

the functions of board mem

since we’ve just received a
“Best Practices” award from

there will be a run-off contest

Jane Gallucci.

bers from the City of St.

bers versus administrative staff

the U.S. Department of Hous

on Oct. 3, but top voter-getters

“The unique nature of
judicial campaigning,” she

Other races that feature

Petersbuig’s Business Devel

will head to the Nov. 7 general

said, “means that I can only

Black candidates on the ballot

opment Center has helped in

ing and Urban Development
for this same type of training

election.
The House District 55 that

talk about my qualifications. I

planning the seminars, which

hosted for public housing resi

am not allowed to make

include the election for state
education commissioner in

in oiganizations. She will also,
share ‘best practices” of non
profits. Finally, on Aug. 30th,

are being held exclusively for

all participants, who consis

dents in the Spring.”

Bradley is vacating to run for

promises.”

which Black Miami Democrat

residents of the Front Porch

tently participate in the semi

Individuals wanting to reg

area in St Petersbuig. This

ister for the seminar series

should

James Bush III is facing white

est of City Councilman Frank

Democrat Geoige Sheldon of

training is to assist the residents

insurance

promises limits a judge’s abili
ty to be fair and impartial. Her

nar series, will receive a certifi
cate of participation as evi

Tallahassee and white Repub

agency owner Earnest Wil

campaign for an upcoming

dence of the training.
Theresa D. Jones, Busi

McDonald of the Business
Development Center staff at

liams. They are the only two

six-year term (expanded by
voter-approved constitutional

lican Charlie Crist of St.
Petersbuig.

and oiganizations in the area in
building their capacity as non

ness Assistance Manager for
SL Petersbuig, says “This is

893-7146.

In the run for U.S. Senate,

profit oiganizations.
The series, which is titled,

amendment in 1998) involves

another Black Miami Democ

“Residents Working to Build

simply another effort on the

getting the word out about her

rat, Newall Daughtrey, is up

Peterman

and

candidates in the race and

since they both are Democrats,
We Sept. 7 universal primary is
a winner-take-all contest.
Peterman, son of promi

nent retired journalist Peggy

qualifications in the communi

against white Democrats Bill

ty. She plans door-to-door can

Nelson and David Higginbottom for the party vote that

vassing Aug. 19 and 26.

Peterman, is stressing his City

Michael was out of the

could take one of them into the

Council experience and his

office Tuesday and unavail

general election. Among the

knack for working coopera

able for comment on his cam

nine unaffiliated and write-in

tively with differing factions.

paign plans.

hopefuls for the Senate seat is

Williams defines himself as an

In her five years on the

outsider and chalks up his rec

bench, McNary has handled

state Rep. Willie Logan of

ord of accomplishment with
youth programs and participat

traffic, civil, criminal and do

Opa-locka, who broke ranks

ing in job creation initiatives.

meanor cases that would result

Whatever the result of the
contest, the District 55 seat will
return to the fold of Democrats

in less than a year of countyjail

in

Pinellas

which

mestic matters, mostly misde

time upon conviction, she said.
Other county races that
have Black candidates include
the County Commission elec
tion for the newly created Dis
trict 7, a single member district
where Black Democrat Ken
Welch is taking on Brent Fish

Black candidate and former

with the Democratic party

after he was rebuffed for the
House Speaker job two years
ago.

Recent state Supreme
Court appointee Justice Peggy
Quince will also appear on the
ballot for merit retention. She
is the first and only Black
woman on the state’s highest
.court*

Please Support Our
Paper by Supporting
Our Advertisers
Are you doing what God wants you to do?

Need Your Ministry Degree?

2000, from 14pm at the Holi
day Inn Selecfi 3535 Ulmerton
Road, Clearwater. This is an
opportunity to learn about job
openings
and
potential
employment with many of the

-V*
<

HIP HOP1
GOSPEL

RAPPERS]

\christianY.

\ YOUTH REVIVAL

DON’T

2 ” STEP
\
TLJ'eamsJ^

TRAVELER’S REST MISSIONARY
BAPTIST CHURCH
>
2183 22ND AVENUE SOUTH
£-r
ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA

YOUTH

CHOIRS

727-822-4869

WHEN:

AUGUST 2 - 4, 2000

TIME:

7:00 P.M. NIGHTLY

SPEAKER:

PASTOR DEVERAUX HUBBARD

V*

Revlon — T.C.B. —. Bantu

PASTOR OF SAINT PAUL BAPTIST CHURCH PEORIA, ILLINOIS

QUESTIONS?? CONTACT THE YOUTH DIRECTORS PARRIS OR HOPE WALLACE

| SAVE WATER

Tampa Bay area’s major
employers.

tion that provides vocational
evaluation, skills training,

Ihe Job Fair is free and

assisted living and job place

open to the public, with special
emphasis on employment

ment services to persons with
disabilities throughout the state
of Florida.

opportunities for people with
disabilities.
Abilities of Florida is a
Clearwater-based,
private,
nonprofifi charitable oiganiza-

For more information
about Abilities and the Job
Fair, contact Rob Sumner at
(727) 538-7370, exL 344.

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

'carv/asi-C
(QUIKLUBE;
x——-

4

—

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

DETAILING
CENTER

327-1900

SINCE 1958

8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

751

THE

"FRESH
WORKS! 'N SHINE"
SAVE $2°° SAVE $25° SAVE $200
30 pt. Oil Change &

Car Wash”

^^\^YOUTH EXPLOSION 2OOO\is^/^i

Ondria

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

PLUS “Free Full Service

Z-JmISSIT!-

3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Fair Wednesday, Sept. 13th,

Includes Oil, Filter,

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

HIRES Hairstyling

CLEARWATER - Abili
ties of Florida and the Suncoast Human Resources Asso
ciation will cosponsor a Job

Lube, Visual Inspect.,

1M

contact

Job Fair Presents
Opportunities For
People With Disabilities

Safety Check

WANT TO

Design Essentials -MenJezs

(basic

McNary said that making

-

WgWfefeorne* Your.Cotters tp.the

and will continue over the

the Senate has drawn the inter

WHERE:

police brutality.

area are provided the knowl
edge, skills and ability to be

sioner David Archie is running
in the District 3 race. He faces

from pg. 1

are

Business Development Cen
ter, 1045 16th Street South,

her challenger and stay on the
bench for the four-year term.

Two Marches
Organizers

burg kick off a seminar series

course of the next 4 weeks.

and determine what the health
care needs of African Ameri

er society.”

part of the City, to make sure
that residents of the Challenge

pon Springs City Commis

nurses to “investigate, define

minorities health care com
mensurate with that of the larg

munity,” will be held at the

active participants in building
their own successful futures!”
Jones also said, “The staff at
the BDC are excited about
having helped plan this semi

action by African American

cans are and to implement
change to make available to
African Americans and other

A Stronger Front Porch Com

ST.

starting Wednesday evening,

election

healing; roundtable discus
sions; a three-day exhibition

PETERSBURG -

Front Porch Florida-St Peters
buig and the City of St. Peters
on Wednesday, Aug. 9th. The

Congress on Health, Law and

porosis, nutrition, diabetes,
health policy and health and

member, qualified by gather
ing 1,327 signatures.

Front Porch Florida
Resident Nonprofit
Training Program

seminars are planned for non
profit organizations, faith-

The NBNA Conference is

AIDS, menopause and osteo

1995 by Gov. Lawton Chiles

For the non-partisan
School Board elections, Tar

a part of the 5th biennial Black
Economics, a federation of 13
associations who hold their
conferences at the same time

She was appointed in

minority population. Welch,
.. whose father David T. Welch
was a longtime City Council

lister. In 1996, McNary won

tions made by national health
experts in a variety of health
areas including cancer, HIV/

Other educational pro

second term.

ment, as a lawmaker and

grams will include presenta

the President’s Gala are high
lights of the conference.

district has about 25 percent

feces opposition as she seeks a

all aspects of state govern

who have been displeased
with the party switch act of
outgoing seat holder Bradley.
One local contest that has
received little attention is the

vascular and HIV/AIDS.

er, a white Republican. The

judge, Myra Scott McNary,

to serve out the final year of
disciplined jurist Mary McAl

can deliver more for the district

ST. PETERSBURG-Dr.

County’s only Black female

17

*25.99

Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/11/00

CarWash, Blue Coral.
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,
. Under Chassis Spray &
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

*14.00

Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/11/00

FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH

Polish Wax, Blue
Coral. Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

$

11.50

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/11/00

FULL
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE M°°
Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

*8.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/11/00

PRE-PAID LEGAL SERVICES
The next best thing to having a lawyer
in the family may be coverage by Pre-Paid

Legal Services, Inc., a law insurance plan
that offers a wide array of legal services
ranging from drawing up wills to represent
ing you in court or at an IRS audit. For
about $4 a week, individuals can buy a pol

icy that covers the entire family and essen
tially puts a lawyer on retainer, giving you
unlimited consultations and access to more
than 6,700 participating attorneys around

the country whenever you need representa
tion. Services are free of charge or dis
counted under the plan. Pre-Paid Legal

Services, Inc., based in Ada, Oklahoma,
has been around since 1972, and is now
making inroads into the African American
community. For information on obtaining
coverage, or joining the company, contact
Hank Ashwood, Jr., 898-3170.
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Final Respects I Obituaries
his mother, Rutha Richard

son, St. Petersburg; his step

St. Pete

mother,

Anise

Favors,

Ocala

Out of

Final Rites

Town Rites

St.

Petersburg; three sons, Juhari

Huff and Terrell and Orion C.

Final Rites

Richardson, Jr., St. Peters

igiBJWBlWWBlBfWBIBJgl

burg; 14 sisters; 8 brothers;

90,

ALLEN,

CLARK,

died July 21, 2000. Survivors
include his brother, Henry

Clark (Christine), St. Peters

burg;

Home,

Funeral

died July 21, 2000. Survivors

died July 12, 2000. Survivors

and several nephews, nieces,

include six sons, Andrew Daniels,

include his wife, Elizabeth Joe;

cousins, relatives and friends.

Freddie Coy Sr., Charles Burton,

two sons, Willie James Joe Jr. and

Willie Charles, Louis Scott and

Darnell;

Reginald Scott; two daughters,

Young, Sharon Joe King, Mattie

Funeral

Home,

St.

Petersburg.

nephews and other relatives.
Creal

JOE WHITE JAMES, 78,

companion, Berthina Cash;

Creal

nieces,

several

and

one uncle; one grandchild; his

COY, MARGUERITE, 78,

Booker and Isaac J. Booker, 2

Barbara Charles and Linda Price;

brothers; 1 sister; 27 grandchil

27 grandchildren; 24 great grand

dren; 12 great grandchildren; and

children, and a host of nieces,

GAINES, LESSEE MAE

a host of nieces, nephews, cousins

nephews, cousins and sorrowing

MEADOW McKAY, 88, died

and sorrowing friends. Chestnut

friends. Cunningham’s Funeral

Funeral Home, Gainesville.

Home, Ocala.

St.

Petersburg.

CAROLYN

CROSS,

ANN, 44, died recently. Sur
vivors include her daughter,

McDaniels

Shameka

(Charles), St. Petersburg; two
brothers; Henchie Cross, Jr.

July 21, 2000. Survivors in

17

grandchildren;

HAMILTON,

AZELL

HAMILTON, SR. “SQUIRREL
MAN,” 72, died July 10, 2000.

Susan Reid, Delons Henderson,
Connie Hamilton, Kaye Hamil

31

Tyrone, Reverend Ishmael and

Jerry Clark (Wynette), Merritt

eral nieces, nephews, cousins

Melvin; 7 sisters; 12 brothers; 29

Emma

Reeves, St. Petersburg; and

• and friends.

Creal Funeral

Home, St. Petersburg.

MARSHALL

HEATH,

Clearwater; four grandchil
dren; her companion, Eugene

'BRAH', 67, died July 24,

Pettis,,

and

2000. Survivors include one

other relatives and friends.

son, Marshall E. Heath (Bet

Petersburg;

St.

Funeral

Creal

Home,

St.

St.

ty),

three

Petersburg;

daughters, Gail, Teresa and

Petersburg.

Jennie Heath, St. Petersburg;

DAVIS,

HENRIETTA

one brother,

Willie

'Susie'

WELCH, 87, died July 19,

Jones, Vienna, GA; 12 grand

2000.

children; 3

great-grandchil

dren;

several

Survivors

Rutha

Mae

include

(Leo

Manuel

and

nieces,

nard); Albert Davis; Dorothy

nephews, cousins, other rela

Mitchell; Daniel Davis; Har

tives

vey Davis (Phyllis); Samuel

Funeral Home,

Davis (Coretha); her stepson

burg.

Davis

Amos

St. Peters

18

Williams;

grandchildren;

McRae

friends.

and

grandchildren; 18 great grandchil

,

Debbie Alexander (Charles),

nieces,

and

nephews,

2000. Survivors include his

cousins and friends. Summers

wife,

Funeral Home, Ocala.

Bettye;

his children,

ton,

CA;

Venita

GRAHAM, CLYDE JOHN

Sheila Turner, Valerie Craw

76,

died

SON ‘.‘MAMA CLYDE,” 85,

include one daughter, Jessie M.

nard Scott, Jr., St. Petersburg;

died July 16, 2000. Survivors

died July 22, 2000. Survivors

Owens; 1 sister; 1 brother, 1 aunt;

surrogate sons, Anthony Bur

include his wife, Willie Mae Gib

include two daughters, Mary

5 grandchildren; 13 great-grands;

rows, Clearwater, and Byron

son; 4 children, Eddie Gibson Jr.,

Simpkins and Elouise Roberts; 2

7 great-great grands; and a host of

Dyett,

Elizabeth

Graham,

Lawrence

grandchildren; 1 brother, and a

nieces, nephews, cousins, other

Gibson and Sandra Gibson; 4

host of nieces, nephews, cousins

relatives and sorrowing friends.

1 great grand

and devoted friends. Summers

Cunningham’s Funeral Home,

Funeral Home, Ocala.

Ocala.

St. Petersburg; four

sisters; seven brothers; one
aunt;

21

grandchildren;

9

grandchildren;

great-grandchildren; and sev

daughter, and a host of nieces,

eral nephews, nieces, cousins

nephews, other relatives and sor

and friends. McRae Funeral

rowing friends. Chestnut Funeral

Home, St. Petersburg.

Home, Gainesville.

Gainesville

St.

Final Rites

Petersburg.

BOOKER, BENNIE FOR
EST SR., 70, died July 16,2000.
Survivors include four daughters,

recently.

Survivors

include

CREAL FUNERAL HOMES
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 -7th Avenue So.
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-2602

Survivors include 4 daughters,

Betty D. Hunter, Martha J. Sim
mons, Mary J. Young and Sonia

D. Booker, two sons, Anthony L.

“tgwffls'fy

DAVIS, WILLIE JAMES,

Wamdella

Johnson;

1

son,
1

uncle; 15 grandchildren; 17 great

grandchildren, and a host of

nieces and nephews; 1 grand

ECONOMICAL PACKAGE PRICE
Basic services of Funeral Director and staff,
includes...One eight passenger limousine,
embalming, dressing and casketing, use of facil Sc*
ities for visitation, transfer of remains to funeral
home and your choice of a 20 Ga.
Protective or Non-Protective Metal Casket

Funeral Home, PA.

$

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

Charles S, Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.

18 N.W. 8th Avenue.................. ................ .
.(352) 372-2537
P.O.Box592.........................................................(352)377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 ................ . . .............. . Fax: (352) 377-5678

relatives and friends. Chestnut

Funeral Home, Gainesville.

daughters; 44 grandchildren;

She had already taken care

32

ofher funeral and burial

great-grandchildren; and

Funeral Director

Since 1950

niece; numerous cousins, other

family member passed away.

several nieces and nephews.

L. Creal,

Jackson, Carolyn Thomas and

brought calm to me when my

vivors include his wife, Lillie

Robert

"Your Friends Who Care"

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

(Summers Cfwier#/ tjfome
Confidence and Understanding"

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

These were the words that

Mae Davis; four sons; nine

Fax: (727) 821-9486
Full Service Firms
Serving from Two Convenient Locations

and Service

Limousine Rental Service

67, died July 18, 2000. Sur

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 898-9818

CUNNINGHAM'S

Gloria Howard Williams, Vivian

"It’s all taken care of'

Home,

Eichelberger

ALL FOR ONLY $2,500

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity;;

Funeral

Wilson

Don't Be Fooled by Promises

WILLIE

? ! A i.XJ.

Smith

a host of nieces,

Mortuary, Sanford.

#5^

Tommy Thomas; 2 aunts;

died

friends.

Survivors

GIBSON, EDDIE SR., 79,

cousins,

39,

recently.

ford, Wanda Green and Ber

other relatives and friends.

SR.,

and

nephews, cousins and caring

PARKER, MARIE LANE,

Gilstrap,

THOMAS,

CHARLES,

grandchildren; 3 great grandchil

dren

Bea Essie Alexander, Stock-

FRANK, 72, died July 15, 2000.

RICHARDSON, ORION

nephews,

number

several

McRae Funeral Home,

of nieces,

ROME, SR., 62, died July 20,

grandchildren; 12 great-great
grandchildren;

dren; 1 great uncle; a countless

SCOTT, BERNARD JE

great

41

Joe; 2 sisters; 1 aunt; 2 uncles;

Hutchinson; four sons, Azell Jr.,

great grandchildren; and sev

sisters,

Sarah

ton, Alcedia Bowers and Dorothy

great-grandchildren; 25 great-

(Cassandra), Titusville; and

Island; two

daughters,

R. Joe, Elizabeth Joe and Enure

Survivors include 6 daughters,

clude three sons; two daugh

ters;

■■hh

5

351-0566 ......................................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

2238 NW 10th St.................. .. .. .Alvis Summers, L.F.D.

Ocala, Florida 34475 ...........................

.Notary Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

expenses three years ago.

St.

We just placed one call to

Petersburg.

McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was

the funeral paid for—it was

,.s

Young's
„ Funeral
I Home

at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings-What a peace of

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.

mind

A Full Service Firm

So that your funeral is hilly funded and won't be a financial' burden

Robert C. Young

on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss

Funeral Director"
Since 1975

17X7) 3X8-04**
17OO - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

how you can gurantee the future price at today's cost.

1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

Ciearwater, FL

442-2388

DON’T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
You CAN be insured TODAY.
Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida

Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt,

Immaculste Matt

Dwayne -E. Matt

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

Edna L. Matt

Prince Matt, Jr.

.'•Service is the Soul's Highest Calling**

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 deciSionS
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your firSt deciSion may be
the moSt important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:
• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.

• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266

Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - StPetersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
xw

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
3-12-19
21-35-48

Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977
A Unique Profession!!

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
■
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs

TYPESETTER NEEDED -

NOTICE

Macintosh
and
Adobe
Photoshop experience pre
ferred. Apply in person at 2500
M.L. King St. S., Unit E or
phone (727) 896-2922 Mon.Weds. 9am-4pm.

THE PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY WILL BEGIN ACCEPTING
PRE-APPLICATIONS FOR THE SECTION 8 PROGRAMS

PRE-APPLICATIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED ON THE SECOND AND THIRD
TUESDAY DURING AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER, STARTING ON AUGUST 8th
AND 15th, 2000 AND AGAIN SEPTEMBER 12th AND 19th, 2000, BETWEEN
7:15 A.M. TILL 5:00 P.M.

YOU MAY OBTAIN A PRE-APPLICATION AT:
PINELLAS COUNTY HOUSING AUTHORITY
THE DEAN S. ROBINSON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
209 SOUTH GARDEN AVENUE
CLEARWATER, FLORIDA 33756
(727) 443-7684
TDD 1-800-955-8770

(FL License Required)

CA$H 3
344 907 248
319
715 482 867

& HHA./CNAs

’ (Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
'call

5-1 7-3 8-6
2-7 8-5 3-2

Web Advertising and Internet Sales
African American Women's web site
Seeks commissioned sales representatives for advertising
and Internet sales. Excellent commission structure.
Exceptional Growth Opportunity Full/Part-time.
www.theuniaueyou.com email:
opportunitv@theuniauevou.com 813-910-1077

Journalists and Writers

African American Women's web site
Seeks writers and journalists for department editors. A
Unique Opportunity for your expression of important issues
and topics. Part-time. Work from Home
www.theuniauevou.com email:
opportunitv@theuniqueyou.com 813-910-1077

AUTO SECURITY

-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959

1427 34th St. S.

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES
2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOMS

Interested in a Career in Public Health?

$465 TO $610

We're interested in you!

1035 Burlington Ave. N

Say Yes to

The Pinellas County Health Department would like to

..invite you to find out more about our employment oppor

EQt’Al HOUSING
oreoftTUNnv

CITY HALL OF CITY OF SEMINOLE
7464 RIDGE ROAD
SEMINOLE, FLORIDA 33772

CITY HALL OF THE CITY OF
PASADENA
7047 SUNSET DRIVE SOUTH
PASADENA, FLORIDA 33707

WE CAN MAIL YOU A PRE-APPLICATION IF YOU SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE. PRE-APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE RETURNED TO THE
DEAN S. ROBINSON ADMINISTRATION BUILDING ON THE DATE AND TIMES
AT WHICH PRE-APPLICATIONS ARE ACCEPTED. YOU MAY RETURN THE
APPLICATION BY MAIL TO THE DEAN S. ROBINSON ADMINISTRATION
BUILDING; HOWEVER, IT MUST BE POSTMARKED BY THE POSTAL SERVICE
ON THE DATES THAT THE PCHAS WILL ACCEPT PRE-APPLICATIONS.
ALL PRE-APPLICATIONS WILL BE REVIEWED FOR COMPLETENESS.
INCOMPLETE PRE-APPLICATIONS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED.

PERSONAS DE HABLA HISPANA QUE ENFRENTEN ALGUNA DIFICULTAQ EN
COMMUNICARSE EN INGLES POR FAVOR LLAME A NUESTRAS OFFICINAS
PARA ASISTENCIA.

893-7324

The Pinellas County Housing Authority is an Equal Housing Provider

City Of St. Petersburg

tunities. To reach our Job Line for general information on

Non Profit Organizations

how to apply for vacancies, call (727) 824-6944. To visit

the Personnel Office to view current vacancies or to ask
questions, visit us at 300 31st Street North, Suite 606, St.

for ups

www.tampabaysports.org

Petersburg. Or locate our vacancy information via the

Internet at http.//iobsdirect.state.fl.us/

We're looking forward to hearing from you!

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

ta

American Heart (
Associations

CITY OF
3ETEF
ST. PETERSBURG

We will design your

Program Manager: sub

Employment Division
Office Jfe .Located at
One 4th St'. N,, 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only '

website

FREE
727 540 9525

WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

727-823-5145

stance abuse & homeless
intervention prog.; min. BA
or equiv. exp. in rel. field;
CAP pref.; 2 yrs. man.;
strong personnel, ‘clinical
exp., writing & org.; send
cover Itr. & resume by 8/11
to B. Eschenfelder; Mustard
Seed; 2510 Central; St. Pete,

FL 33712.

lURMIM

Fighting Heart Disease.
and Stroke

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!
Join

our

"Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

team!!

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care is a large agency reg
ularly seeking counselors, support staff and

Ignore chest pain
and it’ll go away.
i

Allene Gammage-Ahmed
An Affiliate of
The Weekly Challenger

others for positions. Call our Job Line at 8228671 for an up-to-date listing of job open
ings. Applications taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L.

(727)896-2922
•Photography & Journalism

King St. N„ St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

• Advertising

EOE/DFW

• Special Events

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

SK®?'

JJ

■

If you have chest pain, get medical help immediately. Otherwise

when the pain stops, your life could too. To learn more,, contact

your nearest American Heart Association at 1-800-AHA-USA1
or online at http://www.amhrt.prg
This space provided as a public service.

AYjff.

GREENWAY
DEVELOPMENT

©1992.1996. AmericanHeart Association

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED TRUTH AND UNCON

DITIONAL LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE SHALL OVERCOME."
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

Architects & Construction
Management
for
homes/room additions.

new

Aries
March 21 to April Id

Put on your party dress, Aries,
’cause Mars is putting you in a very festive
mood! Expect to enjoy an especially
romantic evening on the 5th. one that may
bring you a sparkly new bauble! After that,
you'll be treated to a lucky adventure.

2S Taurus
April 20 to May 20

(727) 327-1935 or 323-4262
You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:

You’ll breathe easy when Sat
urn leaves your sign on the 9th, making
recent annoyances—like forgotten appoint
ments—disappear! Plus, you’ll purr like a
kitten after the 6th, when Venus focuses its
passion-inducing powers on you!

® Libra
September 23 to October 22

Got goals, Libra? Well,
news: the strong Saturn/Venus aspect on
the 6th will make you more determined
than ever to achieve them! So no matter
what you’re hoping for—like a better job or
relationship—it’s well within your reach!

2R Scorpio

October 23 to November 21

——Loved ones will seek out your
wise counsel this week. You’ll also be
asked to shoulder more responsibilities at
work, putting you in prime position for a pro
motion! Romance comes alive on the 7th,
under the Moon’s magical glow.

H Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

AdvERTISE iN
W{p? JBffeefelg ©jaUertgsr

' ClASsiFicils

GREAT RATES
CALL 896 2922

IN TAMPA
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

ATTENTION
FLORIDA CONCEALED

WEAPONS SAFETY CLASSES
MEETS THE CONCEALED
CARRY REQUIREMENTS

PRIVATE LESSONS
AVAILABLE

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
Cicily's Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza •
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida
Golden Comb on Main Street
Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

IN CLEARWATER

CALL: 727-323-4262

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barbershop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
• Condon Gardens Housing Authority
• MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
• Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
• Ross Norton Recreation Center
• Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
• North Greenwood Library

IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

I

Get ready for fun, Gemini—and
plenty of it—as Mercury brings social
excitement and romantic adventure into
your everyday life! Just take care to avoid
cross words with a close pal on the 10th,
and all will be smooth sailing.

November 22 to December 21

Cooperation is the name of the
game, Sagittarius, and compromise is the
only way to get what you want this week.
Meanwhile, Venus brings you romance—
plus familial harmony, which will help
smooth out loved ones’ ruffled feathers.

Cancer

Capricorn

June 22 to July 22

Pencil in a shopping trip this
Week, ’cause the planets are promising
serious bargains. Lucky thing they’re
pumping up your cash flow, too! After the
6th, Venus will take a personal interest in
matters of your heart.

£

December 22 to January 19

Frazzled? No wonder, with Sat
urn inducing you to bum the candle at both
ends. But don’t worry: with some extra
sleep and a daily stroll, you’ll find the ener
gy to conquer ail! A few clicks online could
lead to a (bargain!) dream vacation.

Aquarius

July 23 to August 22

Saturn enters your social zone
on the 9th, making this month a whirlwind of
old friends and new, all eager to celebrate
your special day. Meanwhile, a Venusblessed investment is practically guaranteed
to put more cash into your pockets!

Virgo
August 23 to September 22

Take a look in the mirror, Virgo.
Not happy with what you see? No problem,
’cause Venus has decreed this the perfect
time for a head-to-toe makeover that’ll have
you looking fofrulousi Romance makes your
eyes sparkle on the -3th.

January 20 to February 18

Others rush to your aid this
week, enabling you to strike overdue pro
jects from your list. Still overwhelmed?
Laughter is your best medicine, so try rent
ing your favorite funny videos—you’ll feel 10
times better once you start giggling!

«2S

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

Single? The stars say a serious
commitment is around the comer. Already
attached? Time spent with family will rein
force how much in love you and your mate
really are! A home decorating project may
be in the offing.

t
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WINN Gk DIXIE

1.75 Itr.
Assorted Flavors

IVopicana
Twisters

America’s Supermarket0

MANUFACTURER S IN-S1ORE COUPON - £XP. g'l/WE

FREE
,f LAY'S®
Potato Chips
I who ¥♦« 2

ft |l.« ifl «r FRIiO- LAY* FrWeil |
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U.S, CHOICE

14-18 lb. avg.
Sliced Free!

12 oz. • All Flavors

12 Pack
Coke Products

$499
ea.

tin

1L5o&* Astor

Super Blend Coffee....... I ea.
ft |J|

16 oz. •All Varieties

Mr 4

Keebler Sandies
gallon • All Varieties

Palmetto Farm

21 oz. • Fudge

Duncan Hines
Brownie Mix
■■

ea.

Limit. 1. please
11.5 to 11.75 oz.
Fun Pak with Drink

!4oz. Lucky Charms,
12 oz. I rix or
13.7 oz. Cocoa Puffs

Oscar Mayer
Lunchables

General Mills
Cereals

ft JC

4 pack All Vai ieUes

Bartles Ja^nies Wne Coolers.. £ftr

9

$£99

(> peck bottles

Bass Ale .......................

3

ea

GROCERY
97% Fat Free
.Sffinrx/ Elrmft/

72to9oz.«AllPlawor8

1/2 gallon
All Varieties

Betty Crocker

Prestige
Ice Cream

12 oz. tongneckbfls.
Regular or Light <

Double Roll

VVV accept.

Prices in this ad good August 3 through August 9, 2000.
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SAVE TIME* SAVE MONEY

I

Soft

4 Roll
Angel Soft
Batti 'lissue

